
1. Roll Call

2. Approval of Minutes: January 24, 2020

3. Chair’s Oral Report

4. Executive Director’s Oral Report

5. R Street Property and Business Improvement District Annual Report Presented by Michelle
Smira Brattmiller, President, MMS Strategies

6. Amend Architect Contract for the 1322 O Affordable Housing project (Southwest Corner of 14th
and O Streets)

Recommended Action: Adopt resolution authorizing the Executive Director to amend the contract
with Williams + Paddon Architects for the 1322 O Affordable Housing 
Project. 

Contact:  Tom Kigar, Special Projects Director 

7. R Street Bollards Project (10th – 15th Streets)

Recommended Action: Adopt resolution authorizing the Executive Director to

Contact:  Todd Leon, Development Director 

8. CADA Financial Forecast (FY 2020-2021 through FY 2029-2030)

Recommended Action: Review and comment.

Contact:  Noelle Mussen, Finance Director 

9. Oral Staff Reports/Updates
A. Downtown Sacramento Partnership:  See Agenda Item 4
B. Downtown Sacramento Revitalization Corporation:  See Agenda Item 4
C. Midtown Association: See Agenda Item 4
D. Roosevelt Park (1619 9th Street)
E. O Street Streetscape (7th – 17th Streets)
F. Other Neighborhood Improvements
G. The Vantage (Site 21 - Southwest Corner of 14th and N Streets)
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1522 14TH STREET, SACRAMENTO, CA 95814 
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H. CADA Courtyard Site (1322 O Street):  See Agenda Item 5 
I. R Street PBID 
J. R Street Affordable Housing (1717 S Street) 
K. R Street Parking Structure (8th/9th Streets) 

 
 10. Transmittals        

A. Ombudsman Report: December 2019; January/February 2020 
B. Apartment Status Report:  January/February 2020 
C. Affordable Housing Report:  January/February 2020 
D. Commercial Leases/Vacancies:  None 
E. CADA Neighborhood Incident Report:  January/February 2020 
F. Contracts Log:  January/February 2020 
G. Financial Report:  February 2020 
H. City Treasurer Monthly Investment Report 

 
11. Opportunity for the Public to Address the Board Regarding Matters Not on the Agenda 
 
12. Adjournment 
 
 

Approved for Transmittal: 
 
 
 
_______________________________ 
Wendy S. Saunders, Executive Director 
 

NOTE: THE BOARD MAY TAKE ACTION ON ANY MATTER LISTED ON THE AGENDA.  ADDITIONALLY, THE BOARD MAY TAKE ACTION 
ON ANY MATTER NOT LISTED ON THE AGENDA TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  
PURSUANT TO STATE AND FEDERAL LAW, IF YOU HAVE A REQUEST FOR A DISABILITY-RELATED MODIFICATION OR 
ACCOMMODATION IN ORDER TO ASSIST YOU IN PARTICIPATING IN THE MEETING, PLEASE CONTACT RACHEL MERCURIO, BOARD 
SECRETARY AT (916) 322-2114 TO MAKE SUCH A REQUEST.  IN ORDER TO ALLOW ADEQUATE TIME TO ACCOMMODATE ANY 
REQUESTS, CADA ASKS THAT THE REQUEST BE MADE AT LEAST 24 HOURS PRIOR TO THE MEETING. 
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 MINUTES 
OF 

REGULAR BOARD MEETING 
 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
CAPITOL AREA DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

 
January 24, 2020 

 
ITEM 1 – ROLL CALL 
 
Chair Bailey called the Board Meeting of the CADA Board of Directors to order at 10:00 a.m. at 1522 14th Street, 
Sacramento, CA 95814. 
 
Present:   Avdis, Lagomarsino, Maviglio, Winston, Bailey 
Absent:     None 
 
ITEM 2 – APPROVAL OF MINUTES:   DECEMBER 6, 2019 
 
Member Lagomarsino moved approval of the December 6, 2019 CADA Board Meeting minutes.  Member Avdis 
seconded the motion. 
   
AYES:   Avdis, Lagomarsino, Maviglio, Winston, Bailey 
NOES: None 
 
ITEM 3 – CHAIR’S ORAL REPORT 
 
No Report. 
 
ITEM 4 - EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S ORAL REPORT 
 
Wendy Saunders reported the following: 
 
• Staff prevailed in the appeal to the CTCAC application and were awarded $8.9 million in tax credit funding.  

She expressed appreciation to the Board for their support and assistance.  Mayor Steinberg’s office, the City 
Economic Development office, and Councilmember Steve Hansen were also extremely supportive.  
Councilmember Hansen came to the CTCAC meeting to testify for CADA.  There is a wrinkle related to the 
California Debt Limit Allocation Committee (CDLAC) regarding the allocation of bonds to accompany the tax 
credit allocation, but staff believes that will be worked out, although it may delay the allocation from 
February to March.  However, that will not impact the schedule. 

 
• The JPA is set to expire in 2042, and this has become an issue with moving forward on the parking garage 

that CADA has pledged to build for the State.  CADA plans to construct the garage with funding from the 
IBank, but the IBank loan would extend beyond our expiration date.  So, the State has proposed to the City 
to extend CADA’s termination date to 2055.  Staff met with the Mayor’s office and with Councilmember 
Hansen and it looks like it’s a go – Should happen in February 

 
• Staff has been working behind the scenes on a couple of matters related to the CADA development site a 

16th and N – now home to Simons, Hand & Hand Daycare, Enterprise Rental Car and the former Mercury 
Cleaners Site.  Staff identified relocation options for both Hand & Hand and Simons, but both of them 
decided not to pursue.  It’s unfortunate, as these are sensitive uses.  However, it could support 150 + 
affordable housing units, so we will need to work with the State on how to address those issues. 

 
• Downtown Sacramento Partnership:  Staff attended the State of Downtown this week.  Keynote speaker 

was Drew Pinsky and the subject was homelessness.  It was nice to see the focus, but unfortunate that the 
program became so long and his presentation was truncated. 
 

• Downtown Sacramento Revitalization Corporation:  No update.   
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• Midtown Association:  There will be a regular meeting this week.  The Dog Park umbrellas are now up.  
 
ITEM 5 — CADA PARKWAY STRIPS PROJECT – 16TH STREET FRONTAGE (1520 – 1530 16TH STREET) 
 
Staff Recommendation:  Staff recommends that the Board adopt the attached resolution which authorizes the 
Executive Director to enter into a construction contract with Elite Service Experts to re-landscape the parkway 
strips on the 16th Street frontage from Opera Alley to P Street. 
 
Staff Contact:  Marc de la Vergne, Deputy Executive Director  
 
The Operations Committee did not meet. 
 
Member Lagomarsino said that it’s a needed improvement because the strip to the curb is very steep and asked 
some clarifying questions regarding the retaining wall and pavers near the curb.  He asked how this 
improvement will impact what the City would like to do regarding 16th Street, which includes adjusting the lanes 
from three to two.  Marc de la Vergne said that the improvements such as a new bike lane will likely be on the 
other side of the street from the project.   

 
No public comments. 

 
Member Winston moved approval of Resolution 20-01, attached hereto and incorporated herein.  Member 
Lagomarsino seconded the motion. 

   
AYES:   Avdis, Lagomarsino, Maviglio, Winston, Bailey 
NOES: None 
 
Member Lagomarsino recused himself from Agenda Item 6 at 10:22 a.m. due to a potential conflict of interest. 
 
ITEM 6 – AMEND CONTRACTS AND BUDGET FOR THE 1322 O AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROJECT 
(SOUTHWEST CORNER OF 14TH AND O STREETS) 

 
Staff Recommendation:  Staff recommends the Board adopt a resolution authorizing the Executive Director to 
amend the contract with Williams + Paddon Architects, execute a contract with the Law Offices of Patrick R. 
Sabelhaus to assist in applying for and obtaining tax credits and tax-exempt bond financing, and to amend the 
CADA development budget to provide increased funding for the 1322 O Affordable Housing Project. 
 
Staff Contact:  Tom Kigar, Special Projects Director 
 
The Development & Construction Committee did not meet. 
 
Member Avdis inquired about the soil remediation.  Tom Kigar stated that vapor soil and water testing has been 
done and staff will know the magnitude of the remediation in 10 days.   

 
No public comments. 
 
Member Avdis moved approval of Resolution 20-02, attached hereto and incorporated herein.  Member Maviglio 
seconded the motion. 
 
AYES:   Avdis, Maviglio, Winston, Bailey 
NOES: None 
 
Member Lagomarsino arrived back to the meeting at 10:40 a.m. 
 
ITEM 7 – ORAL STAFF REPORTS/UPDATES 
 
A. Downtown Sacramento Partnership:  This item was reported on in Agenda Item 4. 
 
B. Downtown Sacramento Revitalization Corporation:  No update. 
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C. Midtown Association:  This item was reported on in Agenda Item 4.   
 
D. Roosevelt Park (1619 9th Street):  Marc de la Vergne reported that the softball field project has been 

interrupted due to weather but the project is coming along.  The City installed LED light fixtures on existing 
poles.  Providing the weather, the project should be done by the end of February. 

 
E. O Street Streetscape (7th – 17th Streets):  Marc de la Vergne reported that the Department of Water 

Resources in-house landscape design teams have met regarding the design the 9th and O block.  There will 
be a design charrette next week.  Staff is planning a workshop on February 27 regarding art and landscape 
design on the 9th and O Street block.   

 
F. Other Neighborhood Improvements:  This item was reported on in Agenda Item 5. 
  
G. The Vantage (Site 21 - 14th and N Streets): Tom Kigar reported that the site closed last month and 

remediation on site has been completed.  The Developer will be fencing off the parking lot this week. 
 
H. CADA Courtyard Site (1322 O Street):  This item was reported on in Agenda Item 6. 
 
I. R Street PBID:  No update. 
  
J. R Street Affordable Housing (1717 S Street): Todd Leon reported that staff is preparing the application for 

the next round of tax credits. Going through a separate program than the Courtyard.  Almost finished with 
the permits, so ready to go pending tax credits construction could be as early as April.   

 
K. R Street Parking Structure (8th/9th Streets): This item was reported on in Agenda Item 4. 
 
ITEM 8 – TRANSMITTALS 
 
Received as transmitted. 
 
ITEM 9 – OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PUBLIC TO ADDRESS THE BOARD REGARDING MATTERS NOT 
ON THE AGENDA 
 
None. 
 
ITEM 10 – ADJOURNMENT 
 
The meeting adjourned at 10:48 a.m.  
 
 
 
 
___________________________ 
Rachel Mercurio 
Secretary to the Board of Directors 
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RESOLUTION NO. 20 - 01

January 24, 2020

Adopted by the Capitol Area Development Authority

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO ENTER INTO A 
LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT WITH ELITE SERVICE EXPERTS FOR THE 

16th STREET PARKWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT 
BETWEEN OPERA ALLEY AND P STREET

WHEREAS, In 2016, CADA retained Wood Rodgers to provide landscape architectural services to 
CADA for three parkway parkway strips projects including on 16th Street adjacent to the Karma Brew 
and Legado de Ravel leasing offices; and

WHEREAS, in November 2019 CADA issued a bid package to the landscape contracting community 
describing the project and inviting submission of bids to do the work; and

WHEREAS, Elite and Pro Builders submitted bids and staff determined Elite's $79,033 bid to be the lowest 
responsive, responsible bid; and

WHEREAS, staff recommends the Board authorize CADA to enter into a construction contract with Elite.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the CADA Board of Directors that:

1. The Executive Director is authorized to enter into a construction contract in the 
amount of $79,033 with Elite Service Experts to re-landscape the 16th Street 
parkway strip between Opera Alley and P Street.

Ann Bailey, Chair

Secretary to the Board of Directors
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RESOLUTION NO. 20 - 02

Adopted by the Capitol Area Development Authority 

January 24, 2020

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO AMEND THE CONTRACT 
WITH WILLIAMS + PADDON ARCHITECTS, EXECUTE A CONTRACT WITH THE LAW 

OFFICES OF PATRICK R. SABELHAUS, AND AMEND THE BUDGET TO PROVIDE 
INCREASED FUNDING FOR THE 1322 O AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROJECT

WHEREAS, CADA entered into a Consulting Agreement for Design Services with Williams + 
Paddon and authorized it to commence work on the first of five phases of design work; and

WHEREAS, on August 16, 2019, the Board authorized the Executive Director to amend the 
contract to commence work on Phases 2 and 3 in order to prepare and submit financing tax credit 
applications in early 2020 at the not-to-exceed cost of $121,902; and

WHEREAS, the Law Offices of Patrick R. Sabelhaus submitted a proposal in the amount of 
$100,000 for obtaining State and Federal tax credits and tax-exempt bond financing and 
obtaining syndication of tax credits for the project; and

WHEREAS, on November 15, 2019 the Law Offices of Patrick R. Sabelhaus submitted an 
application to the California Tax Credit Allocation Committee (CTCAC), and on January 15, 2020, 
the CTCAC made an allocation of tax credits and tax-exempt bond financing to the project; and

WHEREAS, CADA has incurred increased environmental testing, legal services, and engineering 
costs totaling $99,000 and is requesting funds be transferred from the Development Reserves to 
cover these costs for the project.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Capitol Area Development Authority Board of 
Directors that the Board authorize the Executive Director to:

1. Amend the contract in the amount of $121,902 with Williams + Paddon to authorize 
work on Phases 4 and 5; and

2. Approve a contract in the amount of $100,000 with the Law Offices of Patrick R. 
Sabelhaus to assist in applying for and obtaining tax credits and tax-exempt bond 
financing; and

3. Transfer $99,000 from the Development Reserves to the 1320 O Affordable Housing 
project development account.

Ann Bailey, Chair

Secretary to the Board of Directors
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March 13, 2020 

TO: CADA Board of Directors 
SUBJECT: March  20, 2020 Board Meeting 

AGENDA ITEM  6 
  AUTHORIZATION TO AMEND CONTRACT WITH ARCHITECT FOR THE 
1322 O AFFORDABLE  HOUSING PROJECT (SOUTHWEST CORNER OF 
14TH AND O STREETS) 

CONTACT:   Tom Kigar, Special Projects Director 
 Wendy S. Saunders, Executive Director 

RECOMMENDED ACTION: 

Staff recommends the Board adopt a resolution authorizing the Executive Director to amend the 
contract with Williams + Paddon Architects for the 1322 O Affordable Housing Project. 

BACKGROUND 

In July 2019, the Executive Director executed a contract with Williams + Paddon Architects (W + P) 
to provide Architectural Services for the Yield Study (Phase 1) at a cost of $14,144.  At the August 
16, 2019 Board meeting, the Board authorized the Executive Director to amend the contract to 
proceed with the Schematic Design Phase (Phase 2) and the Design Development Phase (Phase 3) 
at a cost of $121,902.  At the January 24, 2020 Board meeting the Board approved the 
Construction Documentation and Permit Processing Phase (Phase 4) at a cost of $206,808, and the 
Bidding and Construction Administration (Phase 5), at a cost of $84,391 bringing the total W + P 
contract amount to $427,245.  

ANALYSIS 

In January 2019, Governor Newsom issued EXECUTIVE ORDER N-06-19 that called for the use of 
State owned surplus land for the development of affordable housing and encouraged the use of 
renewable construction materials, such as cross-laminated timber.  As staff and W + P focused on 
incorporating cross-laminated timber during the Design Development Phase, they realized the 
structural engineer W + P had included in their design team was not current in the fast-growing 
knowledge and practices of renewable construction materials.  As a result, W + P obtained the 
proposal included as ATTACHMENT 1 from Holmes Structures, the most knowledgeable structural 
engineering firm dealing with renewable construction materials in California.  Holmes’ fee 
represented $70,000 more than W + P’s contract with their original structural engineer.  The 
recommended amendment for $70,000 brings the total W + P contract amount to $497,245.  
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FINANCIAL IMPACT 
 
The $70,000 cost of the proposed amendment will come from the FY 19-20 budget.   
 
CONTRACT AWARD CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Staff is requesting Board approval to amend the W + P contract because the value the  
contract exceeds the Executive Director’s $50,000 professional services contract authority.  
 
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 
 
On November 13, 2019, the Board found the project to be exempt from CEQA based upon its 
consistency with the Central City Specific Plan and EIR.  
 
Attachment:  
 

1. Agreement for providing structural engineering services from Holmes Structures dated 
November 27, 2019 
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ATTACHMENT 1

235 Montgomery Street, Suite 

1250 San Francisco, CA 94104 

T: 415 693 1600 

Los Angeles 

Portland 

Seattle 

holmesstructures.com 

1 Australia   Netherlands   New Zealand   USA 

AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN STRUCTURAL ENGINEER OF RECORD AND 

CLIENT FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

November 27, 2019 

Jack Paddon 

Williams + Paddon 

1715 R Street, Suite 200 

Sacramento, California 95811 

19439.10 1322 O St Courtyard Apartments 

1322 O St, Sacramento CA 

AUTHORIZATION FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

Dear Jack, 

We are pleased to propose the following agreement for providing structural engineering services on this 

project.  The scope of such consulting and design services (Professional Services) shall be as follows: 

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 

The proposed project includes the design and construction of an affordable multi-family housing project in 

downtown Sacramento, CA. The development entity is the Capital Area Development Authority (CADA). 

The project includes 56 units over 5 stories of type III-B construction. The building is predominately of 

residential use with additional uses at the ground floor (retail, mechanical & community) and at the 5th floor 

(community assembly). 

Based on the schematic design phase the structural system will utilize mass timber (specifically cross 

laminated timber – CLT) floor panels supported on traditionally framed wood stud walls. The lateral system will 

be a traditional plywood shear wall system. We note that an alternate means and methods request (AMMR) 

will need to be approved by the City of Sacramento for the use of the CLT as the floor diaphragm component 

of the lateral load resisting system. 
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Project: 19439.10 
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DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

In preparation of this Authorization for Professional Services we have reviewed the following documentation: 

 Architectural Schematic Design drawings, prepared by Williams + Paddon Architects + Planners,

dated 10/03/2019 (note: these drawings were received 11/12/2019 the date on the drawings may be

incorrect)

 Concept structural design narrative, prepared by Holmes Structures, dated 10/30/2019.

 Courtyard Apartments Preliminary Estimate, prepared by Tricorp Group, dated 11/06/2019.

SCOPE OF SERVICES 

We will prepare full engineering design and documentation services for the primary structural system of the 

building.  This includes the foundation, gravity framing and lateral load resisting system for the building. 

We will prepare performance specifications for secondary structural elements including, but not limited to: 

 Exterior cladding

 Anchorage of mechanical, electrical and plumbing equipment.

 Window washing systems

We will deliver our services for the scope referenced above in the typical phases.  The tasks and deliverables 

we have allowed for in each phase are described in detail in exhibit A. 

Please note that we have made the following assumptions in the preparation of this proposal: 

 There will be one permit package for the project with all architectural, structural and other consultant

packages submitted concurrently.

 Building Information Models (BIM) shall contain elements modelled to a Level of Development (LOD)

200, unless otherwise noted.  Refer to AIA Document G202-2013, Article 2 for detailed description of

Level of Development.

 There will be a local structural engineering engaged on this project to undertake a review of the

construction documentation and provide the required structural observations in accordance with the

California Building Code. The scope of the local structural engineer is to be mutually agreed by

Holmes Structures and Williams + Paddon.

 The design of the building will follow the design intent depicted in the above referenced schematic

design drawings by Williams + Paddon.

Please note that the following items are not included in our base scope of services: 

 Special studies including wind tunnel testing
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 Detailed design of secondary structural elements (i.e. window supports, curtain wall supports, 

exterior cladding, window washing equipment, elevator machine supports and miscellaneous metal 

supports) 

 Landscape structural elements such as site walls, trellis, etc 

 Geotechnical investigation and report 

 Material testing and destructive investigation 

 Special inspections during construction 

 Preparation of demolition documentation (for existing buildings) 

 Engineering or inspection of contractor temporary works such as shoring, bracing, underpinning or 

propping 

 Work required to address design revisions after completion of the DD phase 

 As-built structural documentation 

 Work required to correct non-conforming construction undertaken by the contractor 

SCHEDULE 

The professional fees below are based on the schedule as advised via email on 11/18/2019.  The key deliverable 

dates in the schedule are as follows: 

 Phase    Commence  Complete 

 Design Development  11/25/2019  1/31/2020 

 Construction Documents 2/8/2020  4/30/2020 

 Permitting   5/1/2020  11/1/2020 

 Construction Administration 11/1/2020 (duration 10 months) 

Should the schedule change from that referenced above it will be considered an additional service and our 

fees will be adjusted accordingly. 

PROFESSIONAL FEES 

We propose to provide our professional services on a combination of Fixed Fees and Time & Materials as 

follows: 

Design Phases 

Phase      Fee 

Schematic Design    complete 

Design Development     $35,000  

Construction Documents   $70,000 

Sub-Total Design Phases  $105,000 – Fixed Fee  
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Construction Phases 

Phase      Fee 

Bidding, Negotiation, Permitting  $10,000  

Construction Administration   $30,000 

 Sub-Total Construction Phases  $40,000 est. T&M 

All time and materials phases (as noted above) and authorized Additional Services are charged at our current 

standard hourly rates.  Our current standard hourly rate schedule is: 

 

Hourly rates are subject to revision on the First Day of February and the First Day of August each year.  The 

unearned portion of the fixed fee is also subject to revision based upon revised salary scales every six months 

from the date of Contract Execution. 

REIMBURSABLE EXPENSES 

Reimbursable expenses shall be billed at a multiple of 1.125 times the cost incurred. 

Reimbursable expenses are expenses incurred directly in connection with the project such as, but not limited 

to, transportation, out-of-town travel and subsistence, overnight deliveries, courier services, additional 

specialized professional services, sales taxes, permits and filing fees for securing approvals from government 

authorities, renderings or models, expenses for professional liability insurance or additional insurance beyond 

the normal amount carried and the cost of reproductions beyond those normally required for coordination and 

information purposes. 

ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS 

To complete the scope of services described in this contract we will need the following information to be 

provided by the Client. 

 Geotechnical report 

The geotechnical report will need to be prepared specifically for this project and provide design information 

and criteria for use in the structural design.   

Principal $230.-$260.  Structural Designer $125. 

Associate Principal $200.-$225.  Senior Revit Specialist $145. 

Senior Engineer $165.-$185.  Revit Specialist  $125.-$135. 

Project Engineer $135.-$155.  Administration $80. 
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This Letter Agreement and Exhibits A & B hereto, constitute the entire Agreement between the parties.  Please 

examine these documents and, if acceptable, sign and return an original to us.  Retain a copy for your records.  

We are authorized to provide services upon receipt of a signed contract. 

We look forward to working with you on this project. 

Sincerely, 

HOLMES STRUCTURES, 

a California registered partnership 

 

Zander Sivyer S.E.  

PRINCIPAL & CEO 

S4952 

 

 

ACCEPTANCE: 

WILLIAMS + PADDON  

 

 

 

 

 

Jack Paddon 

PRINCIPAL 

 

Date:    , 2019 
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EXHIBIT A — SUMMARY OF SERVICES 

This is an exhibit attached to and made a part of the Agreement dated 11/27/2019, by and between Holmes 

Structures (SER) and Williams + Paddon (Client) for 1322 O St Courtyard Apartments – 1322 O St, Sacramento, 

CA (Project). 

We will deliver our scope of services referenced in our letter agreement in phases.  The specific tasks and 

deliverables for each phase are described below. 

SCHEMATIC DESIGN (SD) 

We understand the schematic design phase has been completed and that no services are required as part of 

this phase. 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT (DD) 

We will progress the selected design chosen at the end of the schematic design phase into design 

documentation that will form the basis of the construction documents.   We will include comments from the 

development, design and construction team on the SD package in this phase.  The design development phase 

will begin the preparation of the performance specifications for the secondary structural elements (egress 

stairs, internal partition walls etc). 

The tasks we have allowed for in this phase include: 

 Include comments from the development and design on the SD documents in the design development 

package 

 Progress REVIT modelling of the building (LOD 100) 

 Complete code analysis of structural system 

 Prepare performance specifications for secondary structural elements i.e. egress stairs, internal 

partition walls etc 

 Meet with the project architect as needed to progress the design and fix the columns, shear walls, 

and beams 

 Prepare design development documents including drawings and specifications, the drawings will 

include sections, elevations and representative details sufficient for the contractor to identify options 

for the means and methods of construction  

 Prepare alternate means and methods request (AMMR) for the City of Sacramento to be incorporated 

in any larger pre-application package prepared by the project sponsor 

 Meet with the project architect and design team as needed to progress the design 

 Review construction cost estimates 

Our deliverables for this phase include: 
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 100% Design Development (DD) documentation package including specifications and drawings 

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTATION (CD) 

During this phase we will progress the construction documentation including calculations, specifications and 

drawings sufficient for the bid, permit and construction of the project.  We will include comments from the 

development, design and construction team on the DD package in this phase.   

The tasks we have allowed for in this phase include: 

 Include comments from the development, design and construction team on the DD documents in the 

construction documents 

 Complete REVIT modelling of the building (LOD 200) 

 Coordinate with project team all structural opening conflicts 

 Complete performance specifications for secondary structural elements i.e. egress stairs, internal 

partition walls etc 

 Complete performance specifications and/or details for exterior wall and other architectural 

elements  

 Meet with the project architect as needed to complete the design documentation and address any 

coordination items identified 

 Prepare construction documents including calculations, specifications and drawings 

Our deliverables for this phase include: 

 90% complete CD package including calculations, specifications and drawings sufficient for Permit 

submission & Bidding 

PERMITTING, BIDDING & NEGOTIATION 

We will assist the team as needed during this phase to review sub-contractor bids for the various structural 

trades and answer pre-construction requests for information (p-RFIs) issued during or after the bid process. 

The tasks we have allowed for in this phase include: 

 Review bid scopes for key structural trades (i.e. mass timber, concrete, steel, reinforcing) 

 Respond to contractor and sub-contractor pre-construction RFIs 

 Respond to City of Sacramento Building Division plan check comments, if any, and update 

construction documentation to include comments 

 Attend pre-bid conference(s) and building tours, maximum of 1 

 Attend final round of contractor’s scope review meeting 

 Assist in value engineering as required 
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Our deliverables for this phase include: 

 100% CDs including plan check comments and p-RFIs issued for construction 

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION (CA) 

During the construction phases of the project we will support the project architect in ensuring the contractor 

meets the requirements of the specification. As noted in the assumptions listed in the scope of services we have 

assumed there will be a local structural engineer engaged to undertake all structural observations and attend 

any on site meetings with the contractor.   

The tasks we have allowed for in this phase include: 

 Review contractor submittals 

 Respond to contract issued RFIs 

 Make site visits (max of 2) to walk the project with the superintendent for the General Contractor  

 Review reports for structural observations undertaken by others  

 Attend site meetings (included in max visits referenced above) 

 Assist architect in preparing ASI, proposal requests, change orders and construction change 

directives 

 Assist the architect in preparing punch list items and determining dates of substantial and final 

completion 

Our deliverables for this phase include: 

 Letter of final completion. 
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EXHIBIT B - TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

This is an exhibit (with Sections 1 through 8) attached to and made a part of the Agreement dated DATE, by and 

between Holmes Structures (SER) and Williams + Paddon (Client) for 1322 O St Courtyard Apartments – 1322 O 

St, Sacramento, CA (Project). 

1 GENERAL 

1.1 This Agreement 

1.1.1 These Terms and Conditions, along with the Letter Agreement, form the Agreement as if they were part 

of one and the same document. Unless otherwise specified, this Agreement shall be governed by the 

laws of the principal place of business of the SER. 

1.1.2 The Letter Agreement may limit or negate the applicability of these Terms and Conditions.  Such 

limitation shall take precedence over provisions of this Exhibit. 

1.1.3 If a Prime Design Professional is also engaged by the Client to participate in this project, then that 

Prime Design Professional shall be responsible for determining and interpreting the needs of the Client, 

and for coordinating the work of the SER and other members of the design team. 

1.2 General Obligations of the SER and the Client 

1.2.1 The SER shall provide those professional services as described in the Letter Agreement and detailed in 

these Terms and Conditions.  In rendering these services, the SER shall apply the degree, skill and care 

ordinarily exercised by structural engineers under similar circumstances. 

1.2.2 The SER and Client shall each designate, in writing, a representative to act with authority on their 

behalf with respect to all aspects of the Project. 

1.2.3 The Client shall verify, in writing, that the project will be financed adequately, including provisions for 

contingencies, to accomplish the stated and desired goals and commitments. 

1.2.4 The Client shall provide all criteria and information with regard to their requirements for the Project.  

This shall include, but not be limited to, review and approval of design in the schematic design phase, 

design development phase, and contract documents phase.  These approvals shall include a written 

authorization to proceed to the next phase. 

1.2.5 The Client shall provide testing necessary to identify hazardous materials and pollutants, and shall 

provide test results to the SER, and be responsible for the remediation in accordance with the 

governing laws, if required. 

1.2.6 The SER shall request and the Client shall provide those geotechnical investigations, property surveys, 

utility surveys, reports and other data necessary for performance of the project. 

1.2.7 Professional services provided by the Client shall be performed by professionals licensed in the State 

of the Project and experienced with respect to the service being provided. 

1.2.8 The SER is entitled to rely on the accuracy and completeness of services provided by other design 

professionals retained by the Client. 

1.2.9 Defects in Service: The Client shall promptly report to the SER any defects or suspected defects in the 

SER’s services of which the Client becomes aware, so that the SER may take measures to minimize the 
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consequences of such a defect.  The Client further agrees to impose a similar notification requirement 

on all contractors in its Client/Contractor contract and shall require all subcontracts at any level to 

contain a like requirement. 

2 BASIC SERVICES 

See Letter Agreement and Exhibit A for description of included Basic Services. 

3 ADDITIONAL SERVICES  

Any service not included in the specified scope of services in the Letter Agreement is considered an additional 

service.  Additional services beyond those described in the Letter Agreement may be requested.  These services 

may be provided by the SER under terms mutually agreed upon by the Client and the SER.  Additional Services 

are services which may or may not be foreseen at the beginning of design stages, and are not included as 

Basic Services.   

4 EXTRA SERVICES 

Extra Services are services, which arise as a result of unforeseen circumstances during the design or 

constructions processes and are not included in the Basic Services.  Examples include, but are not limited to: 

1. Services resulting from changes in scope or magnitude of the project as described and agreed to under the 

Basic Services Agreement. 

2. Services resulting from changes necessary because of a construction cost overrun which is outside the 

control of the SER. 

3. Services resulting from revisions which are inconsistent with approvals or instructions previously given by 

the Client. 

4. Services resulting from revisions due to the enactment or revision of codes, laws, or regulations subsequent 

to the start or preparation of construction documents. 

5. Services resulting from Client-initiated change orders. 

6. Services resulting from corrections or revisions required because of errors or omissions in construction by 

the building contractor or in design by consultants other than the SER. 

7. Providing recommendations regarding claims, disputes, or other matters relating to execution or progress 

of the work. 

8. Services resulting from construction procedures over which the SER has no control. 

9. Services due to extended design or construction time schedules. 

10. Services, including assisting in preparation for litigation or arbitration as witnesses or consultants, in 

connection with any public hearing, arbitration, mediation, or legal proceedings with respect to the 

project. 

11. Services resulting from damage, as the result of fires, man-made disasters, or acts of God. 

12. Review and design of alternate or substitute systems. 

13. Review of additional shop drawing submittals when occasioned by improper or incomplete submittals. 

14. Attendance at construction progress meetings. 
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15. Overtime work required by the Architect/Client. 

16. Services required to make changes resulting from value-engineering review or project peer review. 

17. Services rendered for special foundations when the discovery of poor soil conditions is made after 

execution of this Agreement. Examples include, but are not limited to: deep foundations, mat footings, 

structural grade slabs, and grade beams. 

5 FEES AND PAYMENTS 

5.1 Fees and Other Compensation 

5.1.1 Fees for Basic Services, Additional Services, Extra Services and Compensation for Reimbursable 

Expenses are set forth in the Letter Agreement. 

5.2 Payments on Account 

5.2.1 Invoices for the SER’s services shall be submitted on a monthly basis.  Invoices shall be payable when 

rendered and shall be considered past due if not paid within 30 days after the invoice date. 

5.2.2 Any inquiry or questions concerning the substance or content of an invoice shall be made to the SER in 

writing within 10 days of receipt of the invoice.  A failure to notify the SER within this period shall 

constitute an acknowledgment that the service has been provided and payment is due. 

5.3 Late Payments 

5.3.1 A service charge will be charged at the rate of 1.5% (18% true annual rate) per month or the maximum 

allowable by law on the then outstanding balance of past due accounts.  In the event any portion of an 

account remains unpaid 90 days after billing, the Client shall pay all costs of collection, including 

reasonable attorney's fees.  Payments on account will be credited first to any service charge and then 

to any outstanding balances due. 

5.3.2 In the event that any portion of an account remains unpaid 30 days after billing, the SER may, without 

waiving any claim or right against the Client, and without liability whatsoever to the Client suspend or 

terminate the performance of all services. 

6 INSURANCE, INDEMNIFICATION & RISK ALLOCATION 

6.1 Insurance 

6.1.1 The SER shall secure and endeavor to maintain professional liability, commercial general liability and 

automobile liability insurance to protect the SER from claims for negligence, bodily, injury, death, or 

property damage which may arise out of the performance of the SER's services under this Agreement.  

The SER shall also carry Workers’ Compensation insurance.  The SER shall, if requested in writing, 

provide certificate confirming such insurance to the Client. 
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6.2 Indemnification 

6.2.1 The Client shall assume the defence of, indemnify and hold harmless the SER and all of its personnel, 

and the other design team members, from and against any and all damages, losses and expenses 

(including reasonable attorney's fees) arising out of or resulting from the project, excepting only any 

such damages that are determined to have been solely caused by the SER’s negligent acts or wilful 

misconduct in connection with the Project, or by anyone for whom the SER is legally liable. 

6.2.2 The SER shall indemnify but not defend the Client and its personnel from and against liabilities for 

damages, to the extent they are actually caused by the negligent act, error, or omission by the SER in 

the performance of its services under this Agreement, subject to the provisions in the paragraph 6.3, 

below on Risk Allocation. 

6.2.3 The Client shall indemnify and hold harmless the SER and all of its personnel, and other design team 

members from and against any and all claims, damages, losses and expenses (including reasonable 

attorney's fees) arising from the presence, discharge, release or escape of asbestos, hazardous waste, 

or other contaminants at the site.  Both parties acknowledge that the SER’s scope of services does not 

include any services related to the presence of any hazardous or toxic materials.  In the event the SER 

or any other party encounters any hazardous or toxic materials, or should it become known to the SER 

that such materials may be present on or about the job site or any adjacent areas that may affect the 

performance of the SER’s services, the SER may, at its option and without liability for consequential or 

any other damages, suspend performance of its services under this Agreement until the Client retains 

appropriate consultants or contractors to identify and abate or remove the hazardous or toxic 

materials and warrants that the job site is in full compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. 

6.2.4 The indemnifications as stated in 6.2.1 and 6.2.3 shall apply to the respective officers, members, 

directors, partners, agents, employees, and subconsultants of the SER and Client. 

6.3 Risk Allocation 

6.3.1 Limitation of Liability: In recognition of the relative risks, rewards and benefits of the Project to both the 

Client and the SER, the risks have been allocated such that the Client agrees that, to the fullest extent 

permitted by law, and not withstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the total liability, in the 

aggregate, to the Client and anyone claiming by or through the Client, for any and all injuries, claims, 

losses, costs or damages, including attorneys’ fees and costs and expert-witness fees and costs of any 

nature whatsoever or claims expenses resulting from or in any way related to the project or the 

Agreement from any cause or causes, shall not exceed the total compensation received by the SER 

under this Agreement, or the total amount of $50,000, whichever is greater.  It is intended that this 

limitation apply to any and all liability or cause of action however alleged or arising, unless otherwise 

prohibited by law.  Such causes include, but are not limited to, the SER’s negligent acts, errors, 

omissions, strict liability, breach of contract, or breach of expressed or implied warranty or any other 
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theory of legal liability.  This limitation of liability shall apply to the Structural Engineer of Record and 

its officers, members, directors, partners, agents, employees, and subconsultants. 

6.3.2 Delays: The Client agrees that the SER is not responsible for damages arising directly or indirectly from 

any delays for causes beyond the SER’s control.  For purposes of this Agreement, such causes include, 

but are not limited to, strikes or other labor disputes; severe weather disruptions or other natural 

disasters; fires, riots, war or other emergencies or acts of God; failure of any government agency to 

act in timely manner; failure of performance by the Client or the Client’s contractors or consultants; or 

discovery of any hazardous substances or differing site conditions.  In addition, if the delays resulting 

from any such causes increase the cost or time required by the SER to perform its services in an orderly 

and efficient manner, the SER shall be entitled to an equitable adjustment in schedule and /or 

compensation.   

6.3.3 Consequential Damages: Not withstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, and to the fullest 

extent permitted by law, neither the Client nor the SER, their respective officers, directors, partners, 

employees, contractors or subconsultants shall be liable to the other or shall make any claim for any 

incidental, indirect or consequential damages arising out of or connected in any way to the Project or 

to this Agreement.  This mutual waiver of consequential damages shall include, but is not limited to, 

loss of reputation or any other consequential damages that either party may have incurred from any 

cause of action including negligence, strict liability, breach of contract and breach of strict or implied 

warranty.  Both the Client and the SER shall require similar waivers of consequential damages 

protecting all the entities or persons named herein in all contracts and subcontracts with others 

involved in this project. 

6.3.4 Statute of Repose and Limitation: All legal causes of action between the parties to this Agreement shall 

accrue and any applicable statutes of repose or limitation shall begin to run not later than the date of 

Substantial Completion.  If the act or failure to act complained of occurs after the date of Substantial 

Completion, then the date of final completion shall be used, but in no event shall any statute of repose 

or limitation begin to run any later than the date the SER’s services are completed or terminated. 

7 MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

7.1 Reuse of Documents, Ownership, Use of Documents and Computer Aided Drafting 

(CAD) Files, and Building Information Models (BIM) 

7.1.1 All documents including drawings, specifications, computer files, CAD files, design calculations and 

survey notes are instruments of service and belong to and remain the property of SER, regardless of 

whether the instruments were copyrighted or whether the Project for which they were prepared is 

executed.  SER retains all copyright interests and rights in all such documents.  Client may, at its 

expense, obtain reproducible copies of drawings and copies of other documents, in consideration of 

which there will be mutual agreement that Client will use them solely in connection with the specific 

Project for which they were prepared. 
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7.1.1 Any reuse of the Drawings or Specifications for, among other things, development of another project, 

or completion of this project by others, revisions, alterations, deletions from, additions to, or other 

modifications of the Drawings or Specifications, shall constitute an “unauthorized reuse” and be 

prohibited unless performed by or at the written consent of SER.  Client further agrees to defend, 

indemnify and hold SER, its employees and subconsultants harmless from and against any and all 

claims, demands, damages, losses or expenses, including court and arbitration costs, and attorneys’ 

fees, arising out of or resulting from any such unauthorized reuse. 

7.1.2 Building Information Models (BIM), if included within scope of the project, shall contain elements 

modelled to a Level of Development (LOD) 200, unless otherwise noted.  Refer to AIA Document G202-

2013, Article 2 for detailed description of Level of Development.   

7.2 Building Permit Plan Check 

7.2.1 Our documentation is prepared specifically for construction, and designed according to the applicable 

building codes.  While we make every effort to present the information in such a way that plan 

checking is facilitated, the construction is our first priority.  Different building officials in different areas 

will require differing levels of documentation and review in order to satisfy themselves that the design 

meets the code.  In particular, it is our experience that plan check review is more intensive and requires 

greater time input where it is contracted out to external review. 

7.2.2 While reasonable effort will be made to provide an appropriate level of information for typical plan 

review, in some cases there will be significantly more work required by the plan checkers.  This should 

not be construed that the design as submitted fails to meet code.  The SER will attempt to limit the cost 

of such additional work, but in such cases the time allocation made in the budget may be insufficient, 

due to circumstances beyond our control. 

7.3 Opinion of Probable Construction Costs 

7.3.1 SER’s evaluations of Client’s probable project budget and any opinions of probable construction costs 

as provided for herein will be made on the basis of SER’s experience and qualifications and will 

represent SER’s best judgment as a qualified design professional familiar with the construction 

industry.  Because SER has no control over the cost of labor, materials, equipment, or services 

furnished by others, or over contractor’s methods of determining prices, or over the competitive 

bidding process or future market conditions, SER does not guarantee or represent that proposals, bids, 

negotiated prices, or actual construction costs will not vary from the opinions of probable construction 

costs prepared or agreed upon by SER.  If Client wishes greater assurance as to construction costs, 

Client shall employ an independent cost estimator. 

7.4 Hidden Conditions 

7.4.1 A structural condition is hidden if concealed by existing finishes or if it cannot be investigated by 

reasonable visual observation.  If SER has reason to believe that a structurally deficient condition may 
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exist, the SER shall notify the Client who shall authorize and pay for all costs associated with the 

investigation of such a condition and if necessary, all costs necessary to correct said condition.  If (1) 

the client fails to authorize such investigation or correction after due notification, or (2) SER has no 

reason to believe that such a condition exists, then Client is responsible for all risks associated with this 

condition, and SER shall not be responsible for the existing condition nor any resulting damages to 

persons or property.  The SER shall have no responsibility for the discovery, presence, handling, 

removal, disposal or exposure of persons to hazardous materials of any form. 

7.5 Review of Contractor’s Work 

7.5.1 SER shall not supervise, direct, or have control over contractor’s work.  SER shall not be responsible for 

the contractor’s means, methods, procedures, techniques, or sequences of construction, nor for safety 

program and procedures employed by the contractor on the job site   The SER shall not be responsible 

for Contractor’s failure to carry out the work in accordance with the Contract Documents. 

7.6 Termination, Successors and Assigns and No Third Party Beneficiary 

7.6.1 This Agreement may be terminated upon 10 days written notice by either party should the other fail to 

perform its obligations hereunder.  In the event of termination, Client shall pay SER for all services 

rendered to the date of termination, all reimbursable expenses, reasonable termination expenses and 

anticipated profits on services performed. 

7.6.2 The Client and SER each binds himself or herself, partners, successors, executors, administrators, 

assigns and legal representative to the other party of this Agreement and to the partners, successors, 

executors, administrators, assigns, and legal representative of such other party in respect to all 

covenants, agreements, and obligations of this Agreement. 

7.6.3 Neither the Client nor SER shall assign, sublet or transfer any rights under or interest in (including but 

without limitations, monies that may be due or monies that are due) this Agreement, without the written 

consent of the other, except as stated in the paragraph above, and except to the extent that the effect 

of this limitation may be restricted by law.  Unless specifically stated to the contrary in any written 

consent to an assignment, no assignment will release or discharge the assignor from any duty or 

responsibility under this Agreement.  Nothing contained in this paragraph shall prevent the SER from 

employing such independent consultants, associates and subcontractors, as he or she may deem 

appropriate to assist in the performance of services hereunder. 

7.6.4 SER and Client agree that the services performed by the SER pursuant to this Agreement are solely for 

the benefit of the Client and are not intended by either the SER or the Client to benefit any other 

person or entity.  To the extent that any other person or entity, including but not limited to the 

Contractor and/or any of its Subcontractors and other Design Professionals, is benefited by the 

services performed by the SER pursuant to this Agreement, such benefit is purely incidental and such 

other person or entity shall not be deemed a third party beneficiary to this contract. 
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7.6.5 Partnership Protection:  It is intended by the parties to this Agreement that the SER’s services in 

connection with the Project shall not subject the SER’s individual employees, officers or directors to 

any personal legal exposure for the risks associated with this Project.  Therefore, and notwithstanding 

anything to the contrary contained herein, the Client agrees that as the Client’s sole and exclusive 

remedy, any claim, demand or suit shall be directed and/or asserted only against the SER, a California 

partnership, and not against any of the SER’s individual employees, officers or directors. 

7.7 Dispute Resolution 

7.7.1 In an effort to resolve any conflicts or disputes that arise regarding the performance of this agreement, 

the Client and SER agree that all such disputes shall be submitted to nonbinding mediation, using a 

mutually agreed upon mediation service experienced in the resolution of construction disputes.  Unless 

the parties mutually agree otherwise, such mediation shall be a pre-condition to the initiation of any 

further proceedings.  It is further agreed that any dispute that is not settled pursuant to such mediation 

shall be adjudicated by a court appointed referee in accordance with the Judicial Reference 

procedures as set forth in California Code of Civil Procedure Section 638 et seq.  The parties hereby 

mutually agree to waive any right to a trial by jury regarding any dispute arising out of this Agreement. 

7.7.2 The parties further agree to include a similar mediation, Judicial Reference, and waiver of jury trial 

provision in their agreements with other independent contractors and consultants retained for the 

project and require them to similarly agree to these dispute resolution procedures. 

7.7.3 In no event shall a claim or dispute be made or sustained if it would be barred by the applicable 

statute of limitations. 

7.8 Severability and Survival 

7.8.1 Severability: Any term or provision of this Agreement found to be invalid under any applicable statute 

or rule of law shall be deemed omitted and the remainder of this Agreement shall remain in full force 

and effect. 

7.8.2 Survival: Notwithstanding completion or termination of this Agreement for any reason, all rights, duties 

and obligations of the parties to this Agreement shall survive such completion or termination and 

remain in full force and effect until fulfilled. 

7.9 Governing Laws 

7.9.1 This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the principal place of business of the SER – San 

Francisco, California. 

7.10 Interpretation 

7.10.1 Limitations on liability, waivers and indemnities in this Agreement are business understandings between 

the parties and shall apply to all legal theories of recovery, including breach of contract or warranty, 
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breach of fiduciary duty, tort (including negligence), strict or statutory liability, or any other case of 

action, provided that these limitations on liability, waivers and indemnities will not apply to any losses 

or damages that may be found by a trial of fact to have been caused by the SER’s sole or gross 

negligence. 

8 SUPPLEMENTAL CONDITIONS 

None. 
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RESOLUTION NO. 20 - 03 
 

Adopted by the Capitol Area Development Authority 
 

March 20, 2020 
 

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO AMEND THE CONTRACT 
WITH WILLIAMS + PADDON ARCHITECTS FOR THE 1322 O AFFORDABLE HOUSING 

PROJECT 
 
 
WHEREAS, CADA entered into a Consulting Agreement for Design Services with Williams + 
Paddon (W + P) and authorized it to commence work on the first of five phases of design work; 
and 
 
WHEREAS, on August 16, 2019, the Board authorized the Executive Director to amend the 
contract with W + P to commence work on the Schematic Design Phase (Phase 2) and the 
Design Development Phase (Phase 3) to prepare and submit financing tax credit applications in 
early 2020 at the not-to-exceed cost of $121,902; and  
 
WHEREAS,  in January 2019, Governor Newsom issued EXECUTIVE ORDER N-06-19 that called 
for the use of State owned surplus land for the development of affordable housing and 
encouraged the use of renewable construction materials, such as cross-laminated timber; and 
 
WHEREAS, on January 24, 2020 the Board approved the Construction Documentation and 
Permit Processing Phase (Phase 4) at a cost of $206,808, and the Bidding and Construction 
Administration (Phase 5), at a cost of $84,391 bringing the total W + P contract amount to 
$427,245; and  
 
WHEREAS, on November 27, 2020 W + P received a proposal from Holmes Structures for 
incorporation of renewable construction materials for $70,000 more than W + P’s contract with 
their original structural engineer.  
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Capitol Area Development Authority Board of 
Directors that the Board authorize the Executive Director to amend the contract with W + P in 
the amount of $70,000 to authorize the hiring of Holmes Structures. 
 
 
 
  ___________________________  
    Ann Bailey, Chair    
 

ATTEST: 
 
____________________________ 
Secretary to the Board of Directors 
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March 13, 2020 

TO: CADA Board of Directors 
SUBJECT: March 20, 2020 Board Meeting 

AGENDA ITEM  7 
R STREET REMOVABLE BOLLARD INSTALLATION 

CONTACT:     Todd Leon, Development Director 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff recommends the Board adopt a resolution authorizing the Executive Director to enter into 
a construction contract with B&M Builders in the amount of $97,380 for the R Street Removable 
Bollard Installation project. 

BACKGROUND 

In 2018 CADA and the City of Sacramento completed the last phase of the R Street Streetscape 
Improvement Project.  The R Street improvements between 10th and 18th Streets provided 
essential public infrastructure and other amenities for the R Street Corridor that have since 
helped spur and support meaningful private investments for the area.  The “new” R Street has 
also attracted interest from several groups wanting to host various types of street parties. 
However, closing a street in the City of Sacramento can be an expensive endeavor as it typically 
requires the assistance of Sacramento Police Department to provide security and a removable 
barrier (police vehicle) to close the street.   

In order to address the City requirements for street closures and attract future events on R 
Street between 16th and 18th Streets, a removable bollard system was included in the R Street 
Phase 2 Streetscape Project design.  The Developer of the Ice Blocks project also provided 
additional removable bollards to the area on 17th Street and in Rice Alley.  A removable bollard 
system was also considered for the R Street Phase 3 Streetscape project between 13th and 16th 
Streets but, due to budget limitations, it was not included in the design.  Bollards were not 
considered during the design and construction of the R Street Phase I Streetscape project 
between 10th and 13th Streets.   

To support street events throughout the R Street Corridor, the bollard project was added to 
CADA R Street Streetscape Budget in FY 15/16.  Staff planned to install the removable bollards 
system on R Street between 10th and 15th Streets immediately after the completion of the Phase 
3 project in the summer of 2018 but the project has been delayed due to complications with 
getting City approval. CADA staff and its consultant Cunningham Engineering worked with the 
City Public works staff for over a year to address City concerns and finally received City 
approval on November 26, 2019. 
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Staff solicited bids for the R Street Bollard Installation project through CADA’s formal bidding 
process. The bid package was released on January 28, 2020.  The project scope of work calls 
for the contractor to install removable bollard receivers on R Street as shown in Attachment 1, 
Approved Construction Bidding Plans.   
 
The mandatory Pre-Bid Job Walk was held on Wednesday, February 19, 2020 at 10:00 a.m., 
and was attended by six (6) contractors as shown in Attachment 2, R St. Bollards Job Walk-
Thru Sign-in Sheet. The following four (4) bid submissions were received on the March 4, 2020 
due date as shown in Attachment 3, Bid Tabulation Form: 

 
• B&M Builders      $97,380.00 
• NFB Engineering   $118,200.00 
• David Engineering    $151,400.00 
• Pro Builders     $158,000.00 (non-responsive) 
 

B&M Builders’ bid of $97,380.00 was determined to be the lowest responsive, responsible bid 
following staff review of the bid submissions. B&M Builders has been in business for over 15 
years and has over 40 combined years of experience among the company’s principals.  
Accordingly, staff recommends the Board authorize the Executive Director to enter into a 
construction contract with B&M Builders in the amount of $97,380. 
 
If this recommendation is approved by the Board, staff will issue a notice of award to B&M 
Builders immediately. The work should commence as soon as B&M and CADA staff are able to 
pull the revocable permits, receive approval of a traffic plan and provide acceptable insurance 
to the City of Sacramento.  Finalizing the City permits should take approximately 2 weeks to 
complete.  The contract scope of work provides that the contractor will create and obtain 
approval of the construction traffic plan and work with the City Public Works Inspector to 
proceed with the actual work.  The R Street Removable Bollard installation project should take 
approximately two months to complete.  
 
POLICY 
 
This item comes before the Board because the contract award amount exceeds the $50,000 
contract approval authority of the Executive Director.  Construction contracts in excess of 
$50,000 must be formally bid in accordance with CADA Contract Policy, and authorization for a 
contract award must be granted by the Board of Directors. 
 
FINANCIAL IMPACTS 
 
Work under this contract will be funded using funds from the R Street Streetscape 
Infrastructure budget which currently contains $143,628. 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 
 
Not applicable.  This is an administrative action and is not a project subject to the guidelines of 
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 
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STRATEGIC PLAN 
 
The proposed action addresses the following 2016-2021 CADA Strategic Plan goal to: “Build 
neighborhood amenities.” 
 
CONTRACT AWARD CONSIDERATIONS 
 
This construction contract was bid and awarded in accordance with CADA’s Contract Policy and 
Outreach Procedures.  If change orders are needed, CADA’s contract policy allows the Executive 
Director to approve change orders in the cumulative amount of $25,000 or 20% of the base 
contract amount, whichever is greater. 
 
Attachments: 
 

1. Approved Construction Bidding Plans 
2. R Street Bollards Walk-Thru Sign-in Sheet 
3. Bid Tabulation Form 
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAPPRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRROVED FOR BIDDING
ONLY

CITY OF SACRAMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEENNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Cesar Narvaez II

Digitally signed by Cesar Narvaez II 
DN: cn=Cesar Narvaez II, o=City of Sacramento, ou=Public 
Works - Development Engineering, 
email=cnarvaez@cityofsacramento.org, c=US 
Date: 2019.11.26 08:40:05 -08'00'

Attachement 1
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTY OF SACRAMENTO
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO
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RESOLUTION NO. 20- 04 
 

Adopted by the Capitol Area Development Authority 
 

March 20, 2020 
 
 

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO ENTER INTO A 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT WITH B&M BUILDERS IN THE AMOUNT OF $97,380 FOR 

THE R STREET REMOVABLE BOLLARD INSTALLATION PROJECT  
 

 
WHEREAS, CADA conducted a formal bid process for the R Street Removable Bollard 
Installation Project and 
 
WHEREAS, B&M Builders was the lowest responsive,  responsible bid in the amount of 
$97,380.  
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Capitol Area Development Authority Board of 
Directors that the Executive Director is hereby authorized, on behalf of the Authority, to enter 
into a construction contract with B&M Builders in the amount of $97,380 for the R Street 
Removable Bollard Installation Project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  ___________________________  
     Ann Bailey, Chair   
    
 
 

ATTEST: 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
  
Secretary to the Board of Directors 
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March 13, 2020 

TO:  CADA Board of Directors 
SUBJECT: March 20, 2020, Board Meeting 

AGENDA ITEM  8 
CADA FINANCIAL FORECAST (FY 2020-2021 THROUGH FY 2029-2030) 

CONTACT:     Noelle Mussen, Finance Director 

RECOMMENDED ACTION:   For information only. This report provides CADA’s annual Ten Year 
Financial Forecast for discussion as CADA plans its business priorities for Fiscal Year 20-21 through 
Fiscal Year 29-30.  

BACKGROUND 

Each year, CADA updates its ongoing Ten Year Financial Forecast.  The Forecast reflects changes in 
financial and economic conditions that affect CADA’s general operations and development projects. 
The Forecast is a tool that aids in the preparation of the annual CADA budget proposal made by 
staff for review by the Board in June.   

Because development projects require advance funding, and since the timing of the resulting tax 
increment is uncertain, the Forecast analyzes the impact of all development projects on CADA’s 
overall operations, including General Operations and Major Construction. 

POLICY ISSUES 

CADA is charged with implementing the residential and commercial components of the State’s 
Capitol Area Plan and the City of Sacramento’s R Street Corridor Master Plan in a manner that is 
fiscally, socially, and environmentally sustainable, and that results in an attractive urban 
neighborhood that is affordable to a diverse population. 

To accomplish its mandate, CADA must ensure that its property management activities are cost-
effective and that its urban development activities are fiscally prudent.  As a tool for ensuring that it 
is pursuing its mission in a fiscally responsible manner, CADA prepares a Ten Year Financial Forecast 
each year. The Forecast enables CADA to consider the needs of its aging housing stock and the 
implications of development and neighborhood investments on its long-term fiscal stability. The 
Forecast also provides the basis for CADA’s annual budget, which is presented to the CADA Board of 
Directors each June.  

Because Capitol Area tax increment (TI) cannot be used in the R Street Area without prior approval 
from the Department of General Services (DGS) and the two areas have different restrictions with 
regard to the use of 20% affordable housing set-aside funds, separate Forecasts are provided for 
the Capitol Area (Attachment 1) and the R Street Area (Attachment 3). Attachment 2 provides 
detailed assumptions regarding planned development projects in the Capitol Area. 
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CAPITOL AREA FORECAST (ATTACHMENT 1) 
 
This Forecast presents CADA operations and fiscal responsibilities in the Capitol Area in three 
segments: General Operations, Major Construction and Development.  With regard to Tax Allocation 
Bond activities, CADA’s on-going bond debt service is reported as an expense within General 
Operations.   
 
CADA has established a threshold for the Capitol Area below which its cash reserves should not fall. 
This threshold represents six months of expenses, or approximately $4 million.  The last Forecast, 
which was prepared in 2019, projected a decline in available funds between Year 1 through Year 3, 
with steady increases from Year 5 to Year 10.  This steady increase would bring available funds in 
Year 10 to approximately $11 million, which was above the threshold. 
 
This year’s Forecast shows a sharper decline in available funds between Year 1 through Year 2, but 
a smaller decrease in Year 5, with starting reserves at $14.1 million compared to the prior year’s 
Forecast of $10.2 million.  Similar to the prior year Forecast, the current Forecast projects a steady 
increase from Year 5 to Year 10. This steady increase, when combined with no other additional 
funding needs, could result in an ending balance of $13.7 million.   
 
The differences from the prior year are due to net changes in assumptions in General Operations, 
Major Construction and Development, project completions, and changes in development project 
requirements and funding needs.   
 
Compared to the prior year, Year 1 in the current Forecast begins with about $4 million more in 
beginning balance of available reserves.  The large drop in Years 1 through 2 is due to timing and 
increases to expenditures to the East End Gateway Site 5/6/7 affordable housing project, and the 
planned affordable housing project at the Courtyard site. The smaller decrease in Year 5 is due to a 
new proposed purchase of property for a potential new affordable housing project.  
 
In the prior year Forecast there was a smaller estimated project subsidy for the affordable housing 
project on the East End Gateway Site 5/6/7 in Year 3. This has been increased from $3 million to 
approximately $4 million and moved forward from Year 3 to Year 2.  Also, for the Courtyard project, 
a $2.5 million subsidy in Year 2 has been incorporated for gap financing that was not included in the 
prior year Forecast, causing the steep drop in resources in the first two years compared to the prior 
year. 
 
These changes, together with the $300,000 Eviva pledge maturing in Year 6, no new development 
projects in later years, the beginning of Tax Increment from Site 21, as well as the projected 
positive affordable housing impact in Year 6 from the East End Gateway Site 5/6/7 and Courtyard 
projects, the Forecast projects a steady increase in the available funds out to year 10. 
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The Capitol Area Forecast covering the period of FY 20-21 (Year 1) through FY 29-30 (Year 10) is 
presented in Attachment 1.   In keeping with past Forecast practices, this Forecast does not 
include the operation of CADA’s Special Management properties. As reported in Attachment 1, the 
General Operations segment of the Forecast remains positive across the ten-year period. 
 
Key assumptions, by segment, having a financial impact on Capitol Area cash reserves during the 
Forecast period of FY 20-21 through FY 29-30 are as follows: 
 
GENERAL OPERATIONS 
 
General Operations consists of property management revenue and expenses (residential and 
commercial activity), tax increment revenue, and administrative and development support activities 
for the organization. General Operations can be impacted by major construction and development 
projects, increases or decreases in tax increment and property management revenue, and changes 
in the number of affordable housing units maintained within CADA-managed properties.     
 
Key Assumptions 
 

• The Forecast assumes Rental Income will increase 2% per year to approximate inflation. 
The estimated rental income will decline in Year 2 reflecting the potential loss of Residential, 
Commercial, and Parking revenue from the Site 5/6/7 project. The revenue loss for the Site 
21 residential buildings and parking lot has already been recognized in current rental 
revenue.   
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• The Forecast assumes CADA’s Low Income Subsidy Program will remain in place during the 
entire 10-year period, with the subsidy balance increasing 2% per year.   

 
• Tax Increment (TI) revenue in the Capitol Area in Year 1 is increased to reflect FY 19-20 

estimated levels, with an additional increase after review of the current tax assessor’s 
reports, followed by 2% increases each year thereafter.    

 
TI revenue generated by development projects that are in progress is not included in this 
segment of the Forecast.  This revenue is reported by project in the Development segment 
of the Forecast.  However, the Eviva Midtown TI pledge payment has been included in this 
section at $300,000 annually until Year 6, after which the subsidy ends. 

 
• Investment Earnings have stayed flat and have decreased over the last year. Consequently, 

the Forecast reflects a decrease in the anticipated annual investment earnings rate, with the 
lower projected decline in cash reserves. Total projected interest revenue over the ten years 
has decreased about $800,000 relative to the prior Forecast. In addition to interest earned 
on operating reserves, the Forecast reflects no investment earnings from unspent bond 
proceeds. 

 
• With regard to Notes Receivable, CADA will continue receiving $30,000 annual payments 

under the terms of the first Fremont Mews developer loan throughout this Forecast period.  
For the second Fremont Mews loan of $500,000, which was extended to March 2019, the 
Developer requested another extension and CADA re-negotiated the note.  This Forecast 
incorporates the negotiated note of $39,960 annual payments starting in the current fiscal 
year at 5% interest with a balloon payment of $471,728 in June 2024. 

 
• The Forecast assumes Salaries and Benefits will increase 3% per year with the exception of 

Retirement Benefits and Other Post Employment Benefit (OPEB) liabilities. Those have been 
adjusted based on information from CalPERS and current actuarial reports from CADA’s 
consultants.  Year 1 and Year 2 includes increases to the current staffing structure due to 
additional staff within Development and Leasing departments.  The additional staff within 
Leasing reflects the potential need for a new leasing agent and RSR for the 1717 S project.  
There are no other staffing changes assumed for the remaining nine years.  
 

• For retirement benefits, according to the latest CalPERS actuarial report, CalPERS is billing 
CADA for the normal cost, or “retirement cost”, for active employees estimated to vest in a 
given year as a percentage of payroll, but any unfunded liability is being billed at the 
calculated annual dollar value, which currently is amortized over 30 years. 

 
In this Forecast, staff has incorporated assumptions from CalPERS actuarial reports 
pertaining to the normal cost rates and the annual unfunded liability payment. As new staff 
members have come on board, the number of PEPRA employees has increased over Classic 
employees, and now comprises approximately 50% of staff in each category.  As a result, 
this Forecast takes in to account both pools of employees.  This is important because the 
employer normal cost rate and the unfunded accrued liabilities are different between the 
two classifications, with the PEPRA employees being lower in both categories.  

 
For Classic members, the normal cost rate assumed in the CalPERS actuarial report is 
11.746% in Year 1, then an assumed increase of .5% each year thereafter.  The unfunded 
liability amount is based on an adjusted 10-year amortization schedule. For PEPRA 
members, the normal cost rate assumed in the CalPERS actuarial report is 7.874% in Year 
1, then an assumed increase of .5% each year thereafter.  The current unfunded liability for 
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PEPRA members is $4,900 in Year 1 with a remaining balance of $21,000 to be paid over 
the next four years until FY 24-25.   

 
 

• OPEB Liabilities are projected to continue to be fully funded in a trust fund established 
through CalPERS. CADA’s current OPEB annual amount is calculated by using the FY 17-18 
actuarial report estimated Annual Required Donation (ARD) and growing the liability 3% per 
year.  The Forecast assumes CADA will continue to reimburse current retirement health 
benefits from the trust, starting at $176,000 per year and increasing by 3% per year.    
 

• The Forecast assumes Outside Services accounts and Maintenance and Repair accounts will 
increase 3% per year. 

 
• The Forecast assumes Utilities and Overhead will increase 2% per year, with one exception.  

The CADA Administrative Office lease was renegotiated in 2017 as part of the renovation of 
the space.  DGS approved tenant improvements done by CADA and they will be reimbursed 
through a rent reduction over 10 years totaling $200,000.  This Forecast reflects the 
negotiated lease terms with rent in Year 1 decreasing to the negotiated term of $87,340 
from $108,000 from Years 1 to 5, from Year 6 to Year 9 rent will increase to $89,600, then 
assumes a 3% increase for Year 10. 

 
• CADA Debt will decrease in Year 5 when the debt payments CADA is making on the first 

Capitol Lofts Brownfield Loan cease. Thereafter, CADA’s continuing debt will consist of the I-
Bank loan, the 2017 private placement bond, and the land loan debt paid by CADA to DGS 
for the East End Gateway Sites 1- 3 projects, until Year 10 when the DGS loans will be paid 
off. 

 
• Tax Allocation Bond Debt Service will be a constant expense over the whole ten year 

Forecast period based on the refinanced bond debt payments. 
 

• Also included in the Forecast is the debt service reserve for two Special Management 
properties, Somerset Parkside and Biele Place.  The existing annual reserves contributions 
are assumed to be $212,000 and will be set aside to pay the deferred debt CADA will owe 
to HCD at the end of the revised regulatory periods for these projects. The Forecast 
assumes debt will be paid off before the CADA-DGS master lease for CADA-managed 
properties expires. 

 
As reported in Attachment 1, this segment of the Forecast remains positive across the ten-year 
period.  
 
MAJOR CONSTRUCTION 
 
For Major Construction, Maintenance continues to review and update their needs assessment 
documentation for CADA’s whole portfolio. These assumptions have been incorporated into this 
Forecast along with the assumption that the currently budgeted Major Construction projects will be 
completed in Years 1 and 2.  
 
Typically, Special Management construction projects are funded through those properties’ 
operations.  In this case, three of CADA’s Special Management buildings: Somerset Parkside, Biele 
Place, and 17th Street Commons, do not generate sufficient revenues to fund required repairs.  This 
requires capital improvements to be funded through CADA’s general construction budget.   
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Major Construction budgets remain active and open for three years and the cash flow for these 
expenditures is usually expensed over a three-year period.  Therefore, from Years 3 to 10, to better 
reflect the cash flow of CADA’s major construction projects, total estimated project expenditures in 
each Forecast year are expended over a three-year period, generally with 25% expended in the first 
year, 50% in the following year, and 25% in the 3rd year. These assumptions yield a total Major 
Construction outlay of $10.1 million over the ten year period, with $6 million of these expenditures 
occurring between Years 1 through 5. This is a $2.7 million increase in expenditures over the prior 
year Forecast.  
 
DEVELOPMENT 
 
In this Forecast, Development projects are categorized as either “Current” or “Neighborhood and 
Infrastructure Improvements Projects.”  While the Forecast includes some of the same projects as in 
prior years, some projects have had modifications due to varied issues including timing delays, 
project restructuring, and financing restructuring.   
 
For the current Forecast, assumptions for each development project are estimates based on 
information received from CADA project managers as of the end of February.  Therefore, changes to 
development project assumptions that have occurred since February may not be reflected in the 
Forecast. 
 
Key assumptions for development projects (timing, revenues and expenditures) reflected in the 
current Forecast are shown below.  Further detail for each development project is provided in 
Attachment 2.   
 
Current CADA Development Projects 
 
Current CADA Projects consist of Site 21 (14th & N), East End Gateway Site 5/6/7, and Courtyard 
Site 16A projects.  
 
For these projects, the Forecast projects $9 million in CADA resources will be expended in Years 1 
through 5. This is offset by $3.7 million in the potential Tax Increment to be generated from 
completed projects, and the positive affordable housing impact from new low-income units not 
managed by CADA in the last 5 years, with almost all of this being generated in Years 6 through 10. 
The TI generated, or to be generated, by the projects and the loss of revenue due to the projects 
has been incorporated in the General Operations segment of the Forecast.  

Site 21 
• This Forecast assumes completion of a rental condominium project consisting of 87 market 

rate units with no retail component.  The project is similar to the prior Forecast, with a 
change from a for-sale condominium project to a rental project.   
 

• With the change from a for-sale project to a rental project the estimate for tax increment 
was reduced from $737,000 to $690,000.  Also, in the prior Forecast tax increment was 
calculated using estimated sales. In the current Forecast, tax increment was calculated using 
annual Net Operating Income (NOI) using a 5% cap rate. 
 
The Forecast assumes that construction will be complete in FY 22-23, a year later than the 
prior Forecast, and assumes the full annual amount of tax increment will begin in FY 24-25.  
 

• Loss of rental revenue from the demolition and removal of both Senator Manor at 1320 N 
Street and the parking lot at 1330 N Street was incorporated in the current year rental 
income.  
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• The negative affordable housing impact resulting from construction of an all-market rate 
project is assumed to be 22 units, yielding an annual impact of $100,300 per year increasing 
at 2% per year starting in FY 23-24.  The impact reflects the cost to CADA of having to 
subsidize 22 market rate units elsewhere in its portfolio down to a below-market rate rental 
level.   

 
• The Forecast continues to assume there will be no subsidy to the developer from CADA as 

part of this project.  

East End Gateway Site 5/6 
• The Forecast continues to assume this project will be 30% market rate and 70% affordable, 

and will use 4% tax credit financing, for a total of 150 units.  This project will create 59 
affordable units, meet its own affordable housing requirement, and create 67 additional 
affordable units on top of the required number. The project will require a net investment 
outlay of approximately $4.9 million over the five-year period, which is a $1.7 million 
increase from the prior Forecast, and will continue to run negative until such time as the 
project creates a positive affordable housing impact.  
 

• The Forecast assumes tax increment generated on the 60% market rate units will be equal 
to approximately 75% of the original Eviva project’s property tax payments, or $340,000 per 
year.  A positive affordable housing impact of 15 surplus units was also included within the 
project, and the loss assumption for the commercial and parking revenue to be lost upon 
demolition of existing structures and parking spaces is contained within the Operations 
section of the Forecast in Year 2.    
 

• There is no assumption for land acquisition as it is assumed this property would fall under 
the Governor’s executive order and will be leased to CADA for $1.  

 
• The current Forecast assumes our subsidy would be approximately $4 million, an increase of 

$1 million from the prior Forecast, as CADA’s contribution toward possible gap financing.   
 

• The Forecast assumes construction will start in FY 21-22 and be completed by the winter of 
FY 23-24, with tax increment received in FY 24-25. 

Courtyard Site  
• The Forecast assumes this project will be 100% affordable using 4% tax credit financing, 

and will contain 57 units, which is an increase of 21 units from the prior year.  This project 
will meet its own affordable housing requirement and create 41 additional affordable units.  
 

• This project will require a net investment outlay of approximately $3.2 million over a two-
year period and will run negative during that time, after which the project will realize a 
positive affordable housing impact.  
 
CADA will contribute $850,000 in pre-development costs and $2.5 million in equity gap 
financing for the project.  There will be no land acquisition cost and the land will be leased to 
CADA for $1. 
 

• The Forecast assumes the Capitol Area Community Development Corporation (CACDC), 
CADA’s nonprofit sister organization, would partner with a developer to develop this 
property, with construction beginning in FY 20-21 and be completed by winter of FY 22-23. 
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Property Purchase 

• This Forecast proposes a new property purchase for the development of an affordable 
housing project.    
 

• Currently, only  the purchase of property is included in this Forecast for an estimated total of 
$5.8 million with a 30% or $1.8 million down payment in FY 24-23 and debt service for the 
remaining $4 million at 5% over 20 years.  

 
Neighborhood and Infrastructure Improvement Projects 
 
Neighborhood and Infrastructure projects currently consist of Roosevelt Park, O Street Streetscape, 
Street Light Improvements, 16th Street Streetscape, and 10th Street Streetscape projects.  For these 
projects, $2 million in CADA net resources will be expended during the ten-year period, which is a 
$400,000 increase from the prior Forecast.  

 
• The infrastructure improvement projects in the Capitol Area – Roosevelt Park, O Street 

Streetscape, and Street Light Improvements – are collectively projected to require a $1.6 
million investment for potential infrastructure and site improvement costs.  This is a 
$200,000 increase from the prior year Forecast. 
 

• For the Street Light Improvements project, this Forecast assumes only $50,000 will be 
expended to complete one block from Roosevelt Park to R Street.   

 
• A possible parking lot improvement project would occur in Year 1 for $200,000.   

 
• The 10th Street Streetscape project reflects site improvements to CADA’s commercial 

buildings on 10th Street to complement improvements planned within and around Roosevelt 
Park.  
 

• The Block 222 project is considered inactive for this Forecast. 
 
R STREET FORECAST (ATTACHMENT 4)  
 
Due to restrictions on CADA’s utilization of tax increment generated within the R Street Area, the R 
Street Area Forecast is presented separately from the Capitol Area Forecast.  The R Street Forecast 
includes two segments -- Unrestricted Funds (80% of TI) and Set-Aside Funds (20% of TI).  
 
As illustrated in the table below, the net result of the activities planned on R Street in this year’s 
Forecast is positive cumulative fund balances in both the Unrestricted and the Affordable Housing 
Set-Aside segments throughout the ten-year period.  The restricted balance in Year 1 essentially 
falls to zero. 
 
The R Street Forecast presented in Attachment 3 provides the revenue and expenses projected for 
this ten-year period.  Project-specific detail for R Street Area Development Projects is provided in 
Attachment 4.  
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UNRESTRICTED SEGMENT ASSUMPTIONS  
 

• The Forecast reflects increased tax increment levels in FY 19-20 and additional increased 
amounts from the current Sacramento County tax assessor’s reports. It   also assumes tax 
increment will increase 2% each year thereafter.   

 
• Similar to the prior Forecast, $950,000 of R Street Unrestricted Funds has been incorporated 

for streetscape improvements at the 10th & R, and 17th/18th & R blocks. 
 

• This Forecast proposes a new property purchase, possibly outside of CADA’s jurisdiction, for 
the development of an affordable housing project, which could potently satisfy R Street 
affordable housing requirements.  
 
For this possible project, an estimated $5.7 million was included for development costs and 
the purchase of the property. The purchase of the property  is estimated at a total cost of 
$3.5 million with approximately 30% or $1.5 million for a down payment in FY 21-22 and 
debt service for the remaining $2.5 million at 5% over 20 years.  
 

• The Forecast assumes no other major CADA projects will be developed in the R Street Area 
for the ten-year period.  As a result, remaining funds in the reserve should be approximately 
$9.5 million by Year 10.   
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• Similar to the prior Forecast, an annual payment of $132,550 was included for the 
reimbursement of funds advanced to the R Street Streetscape project for Phase III 
construction by the City of Sacramento. 
 

• The 1717 S project is assumed to need $ 650,000 for additional gap funding. These funds 
will need to be transferred from the Unrestricted funds to the affordable housing funds. 

 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING SET-ASIDE SEGMENT ASSUMPTIONS  

 
• The Forecast reflects increased tax increment levels in FY 19-20 and additional increased 

amounts from the tax assessor’s reports, and then assumes tax increment will increase 2% 
each year thereafter.   

 
• For the 1717 S Street project, the Forecast continues to assume the $1.3 million in gap 

funding will occur in the current 19-20 fiscal year.  
 
No additional predevelopment or gap financing for the 1717 S Street affordable housing 
project was included in the prior Forecast.  This Forecast assumes an additional $2 million in 
funding will be required for this project. This funding would need to come from R Street 
affordable housing funds and reserves and unrestricted funds, to be transferred from the R 
street accounts and loaned to the CACDC. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Capitol Area Forecast indicates there will be sufficient funds to meet the projected needs of 
CADA’s General Operations and Development Projects during the ten-year Forecast period. With the 
current assumptions for operations, development and infrastructure projects,   continued major 
construction improvement needs for CADA’s aging buildings, and no new development or 
infrastructure projects planned to occur during the last five years of the Forecast period, it appears 
that available funds will continue to grow over the ten-year period.   
 
It is important to note that, with the sharp decrease in Years 1 and 2, available resources in the 
near future are limited for any new projects or additional project subsidies.  However, with the 
projected growth in the later years, CADA will then have the opportunity to develop new housing 
and infrastructure projects along with maintaining the current building portfolio.   
 
Even with the steady increase in the later years, CADA still needs to remain fiscally viable, so it is 
imperative that CADA continue to carefully consider its current and future commitments, that it 
secure infrastructure grants and outside development funding whenever possible, and undertake 
actions to continue to keep revenue and expenses aligned to maintain a positive reserve balance 
into the future.  
 
The R Street Area Forecast indicates there will be limited funds available in the short run, especially 
within the Set-aside funds, for additional funding to current projects or new projects other than 
what is assumed in this Forecast. Therefore it is crucial that careful consideration and discussions 
occur regarding how the R Street Area resources should be utilized in the future. 
 
However, through growth in Tax Increment over Year 4 through Year 10, and assuming no new 
projects or additional funding to current projects, funds may then become available, resulting in a 
possible ending balance of $15 million in Unrestricted Funds and $5 million in Set-aside Funds in 
Year 10.   
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Currently, the Forecast in Year 4 through Year 10 has very little in needed project funding and no 
additional funding for an affordable housing project 
 
STRATEGIC PLAN  
 
The Strategic Plan value that is most directly pertinent to this action is “Fiscal Responsibility.” 
However, analyzing CADA’s cash needs through an annual financial Forecast will assist in the 
fulfillment of all of CADA’s other Strategic Plan goals. 
 
FINANCIAL IMPACT  
 
The purpose of the Financial Forecast is to provide the Board and staff with a broad understanding 
of the overall impact of currently envisioned projects and programs on CADA’s financial well-being.  
As with any Forecast, the impacts will be subject to refinement as projects are finalized and 
conditions change.  Accordingly, while this document serves as a valuable reference, the specific 
financial impacts of proceeding on any project or program will be analyzed at the time decisions are 
made.  
 
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW   
 
Not applicable.  The action before the Board is an administrative matter and is not a project subject 
to the guidelines of the California Environmental Quality Act.  
 
CONTRACT AWARD CONSIDERATIONS  
 
Not applicable.  The action before the board does not involve contract awards.  
 
Attachments: 
 

1. Capitol Area Forecast    
2. General Fund Development Detail  
3. R Street Area Forecast 
4. R Street Development Projects   
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Capitol Area Forecast
2020 Financial Forecast

Attachment 1

20-21 21-22 22-23 23-24 24-25 25-26 26-27 27-28 28-29 29-30
 (exclusive of Special Management Operations) Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

GENERAL OPERATIONS
Operation Revenue 6,359,607$             6,580,577$          6,712,034$         6,846,118$          6,982,882$         7,122,378$        7,264,661$        7,409,787$        7,557,814$        7,708,799$        
Low Income Subsidy (General Fund Only) (391,680)                 (399,514)              (407,504)             (415,654)              (423,967)             (432,446)            (441,095)            (449,917)            (458,915)            (468,093)            
Tax Increment Revenue 3,270,000               3,341,400            3,414,228           3,488,513            3,564,283           3,641,568          4,020,400          4,100,808          4,182,824          4,266,480          
Interest Income (from operations & unspent bond proceeds) 214,959                  176,184               64,832                73,023                 80,905                60,910               78,108               97,474               117,895             140,311             
Notes Receivable Repayment 70,330                    70,330                 70,330                502,098               30,370                30,370               30,370               30,370               30,370               30,370               

9,523,216               9,768,977            9,853,920           10,494,097          10,234,473         10,422,781        10,952,444        11,188,522        11,429,988        11,677,868        

Operation Expense (6,713,139)              (7,011,742)           (7,234,681)          (7,464,596)           (7,701,707)          (7,942,940)         (8,194,965)         (8,454,872)         (8,722,907)         (9,002,012)         
Continuing Debt Service (198,063)                 (197,972)              (197,878)             (197,782)              (172,683)             (172,581)            (172,477)            (172,369)            (172,259)            -                     
2016 & 2017 TAB Debt Service (787,743)                 (791,823)              (783,983)             (791,031)              (784,365)             (766,532)            (758,512)            (764,855)            (765,373)            (760,246)            
Special management debt reserve (212,000)                 (212,000)              (212,000)             (212,000)              (212,000)             (212,000)            (212,000)            (212,000)            (212,000)            (212,000)            

(7,910,945)              (8,213,537)           (8,428,542)          (8,665,409)           (8,870,755)          (9,094,053)         (9,337,954)         (9,604,096)         (9,872,539)         (9,974,258)         

Annual Net Cash Flow - General Operations 1,612,271$             1,555,440$          1,425,379$         1,828,688$          1,363,718$         1,328,727$        1,614,491$        1,584,426$        1,557,449$        1,703,610$        

MAJOR CONSTRUCTION
Annual Net Cash Flow - Major Construction (1,434,223)$            (1,507,682)$         (1,189,763)$        (1,017,297)$         (888,430)$           (741,554)$          (922,720)$          (861,823)$          (910,917)$          (879,120)$          

Annual Net Cash Flow after Major Construction 178,048$                47,758$               235,616$            811,391$             475,288$            587,173$           691,771$           722,603$           646,532$           824,490$           

DEVELOPMENT (FN 1 - includes revenue loss and/or new debt service)
CADA Projects 

Site 21 (14th & N) (20,000)                   -                       -                      244,680               589,680              601,474             613,503             625,773             638,289             651,054             
East End Gateway - Site 5/6/7, Hand in Hand, Enterprise Site & Simons (828,500)                 (4,073,000)           (10,000)               -                       9,120                  358,605             374,707             390,946             407,323             423,841             
Courtyard Site 16A (726,511)                 (2,500,000)           -                      9,120                   18,605                27,907               37,210               46,512               55,814               65,117               
Purchase property for Housing project -                          -                       -                      -                       (1,800,000)          (320,970)            (320,970)            (320,970)            (320,970)            (320,970)            

(1,575,011)              (6,573,000)           (10,000)               253,800               (1,182,595)          667,015             704,450             742,260             780,455             819,042             
Neighborhood and Infrastrctrue Improvement Projects

Roosevelt Park (120,000)                 -                       -                      -                       -                      -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
O Street Streetscape (451,725)                 (507,162)              -                      -                       (475,392)             -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
Street light Improvements -                          (50,000)                -                      -                       -                      -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     
16th Street Streetscape (20,000)                   -                       -                      -                       -                      (20,000)              -                     -                     -                     -                     
10th Street Commerical (216,439)                 -                       -                      -                       -                      -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     

Pakring lot improvement (200,000)                 -                       -                      -                       -                      -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     

(1,008,164)              (557,162)              -                      -                       (475,392)             (20,000)              -                     -                     -                     -                     

Interest Expense - Opportunity Cost (90,411)                   (249,556)              (350)                    8,883                   (58,030)               22,646               24,656               25,979               27,316               28,666               
(90,411)                   (249,556)              (350)                    8,883                   (58,030)               22,646               24,656               25,979               27,316               28,666               

Annual Net Cash Flow - Development (2,673,586)$            (7,379,718)$         (10,350)$             262,683$             (1,716,017)$        669,661$           729,106$           768,239$           807,771$           847,708$           

ANNUAL NET CASH FLOW (2,495,538)              (7,331,960)           225,266              1,074,074            (1,240,729)          1,256,835          1,420,876          1,490,842          1,454,304          1,672,198          

CAPITOL AREA 1 to 5 Year Forecast 6 to 10 Year Forecast
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20-21 21-22 22-23 23-24 24-25 25-26 26-27 27-28 28-29 29-30
 (exclusive of Special Management Operations) Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

CAPITOL AREA 1 to 5 Year Forecast 6 to 10 Year Forecast

(IN THOUSANDS)
ANNUAL NET CASH FLOW -$2,496 -$7,332 $225 $1,074 -$1,241 $1,257 $1,421 $1,491 $1,454 $1,672

CUMULATIVE IMPACT ON AVAILABLE OPERATING RESERVES

Available Operating Reserves -Beginning of Forecast $16,203
Available Bond Funds $0 $0

Available Operating Reserves - End of Year $13,708 $6,376 $6,601 $7,675 $6,434 $7,691 $9,112 $10,603 $12,057 $13,729
Less:  Operating Reserve Threshold $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000 $4,000
Target Operating Reserve Excess <Shortfall> $9,708 $2,376 $2,601 $3,675 $2,434 $3,691 $5,112 $6,603 $8,057 $9,729
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Current Yr.

19-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 23-24 24-25 25-26 26-27 27-28 28-29 29-30

CADA Projects  
D223-01 - Site 21 (14th & N) (D08 Project)  

FUNDING SOURCES
Affordable Hsg Negative Impact Adj -22 units @ $380/mo. (100,320)     (100,320)       (102,326)    (104,373)      (106,460)     (108,590)    (110,761)     
Tax Increment 345,000      690,000         703,800      717,876        732,234       746,878      761,816       
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                          -                                   -                                    -                             -                  244,680                   589,680               601,474                  613,503                625,773               638,289                651,054 

USES OF FUNDS
Legal -                       (10,000)                      -                              -                       -                      -                         
Miscellaneous Expense -                       (10,000)                      -                              -                       -                      -                         
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS                          -                          (20,000)                                  -                             -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses                          -                          (20,000)                                  -                             -                  244,680                   589,680               601,474                  613,503                625,773               638,289                651,054 

Assuming the requirements in the Capitol Area Plan, this would be  a condo project with 87 
units market rate units with no commercial income

FY
 Demolition starts FY 19-20 (1 bldgs. & parking lot - 1320 N & 1330 N )

Const starts 8/1/20 20-21
Construction beginning FY 19-20, completed 100% in FY 22-23.  Assume Developer carry the 
cost of demolition on site Const Fin 11/1/22 22-23 27 months
Changed to a Condo rental project from a for sale project assume NOI valuation with a 5% 
cap rate for a total of $690,000 from $737,000

TI 5/1/24 23-24

D233-02 - EEG Site 5, 6 & 7 (D07 Project)
 

FUNDING SOURCES
Tax Increment (market portion unknown) 340,000             346,800                353,736               360,811             368,027               
Offset for Affordable Hsg Positive Impact Adj - 15 units @ $380/mo. Covers it's ownen requirement 
with no extra -                      9,120             18,605        27,907          37,210         46,512        55,814         
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                          -                                   -                                    -                             -                            -                         9,120               358,605                  374,707                390,946               407,323                423,841 

USES OF FUNDS
Funding Research & Application Cost -                       (12,200)                      (10,000)                       -                       
Legal Fees -                       (30,000)                      (20,000)                       (10,000)                -                      -                         -                     -                        -                       
Financial Analysis (CADA Cost) -                       (20,000)                      (23,000)                        -                      -                         
Other Professional Svcs-Other (741,300)                    (1,020,000)                  
Miscellaneous -                       (25,000)                      -                              -                       -                      
GAP fundig (3,000,000)        -               
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS                          -                        (828,500)                   (4,073,000)                 (10,000)                          -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses                          -                        (828,500)                   (4,073,000)                 (10,000)                          -                         9,120               358,605                  374,707                390,946               407,323                423,841 

A potential 60% market - 40% Affordable Tax Credite project, including Site 5 (hand-in-
hand), Site 6 (Enterprise/Simons) and now Site 7 (Mercury Cleaners site)

FY
Possible 147 unit 4% tax credit project, with 59 affordable units; 25% of 147 units = 44 
affordable units required - creates 15 extra affordable units. 

Const starts 5/1/21 21-22
Revenue loss (Hand in Hand, Enterprise, Simons Site) starts in the year Const starts FY 21-
22; Const Fin 8/1/23 23-24
This project assume to be a 4% tax credit like 1717 S, there may be deveopment fees and on 
going rental revenue, Since the project is still preliminary these revenue items are to 
uncertain

TI 2/1/25 24-25
Will create 15 additional affordable - will phase the revenue over mulit years- 2 additional 
each year
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19-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 23-24 24-25 25-26 26-27 27-28 28-29 29-30

Land acq follows the excutive order there the land will be leased to CADA and not sold.

Assume TI would be similar to the Eviva project reduced by 35% due to the affordable 
component in this project for a total of $340,000

D224-25 - Courtyard Site 16A (D19)

FUNDING SOURCES
Offset for Affordable Hsg Positive Impact Adj - 17 units @ $380/mo. Covers it's ownen requirement 
with no extra 9,120           18,605           27,907        37,210          46,512         55,814        65,117         
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                          -                                   -                                    -                             -                      9,120                     18,605                 27,907                    37,210                  46,512                 55,814                  65,117 

USES OF FUNDS
Funding Application Cost -                      (2,198)                        
Environmental Assessment (4,880)                        
Legal (39,586)                      
 Project Financial Analysis -                       (63,000)                      
Other Prof Svcs -                       (547,919)                    
Miscellaneous Expense (20,222)                      
Premits & fees (48,706)                      
CADA Soft GAP Loan (2,500,000)                  -                         
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS                          -                        (726,511)                   (2,500,000)                           -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses                          -                        (726,511)                   (2,500,000)                           -                      9,120                     18,605                 27,907                    37,210                  46,512                 55,814                  65,117 

Assume CACDC would develop this project with contributions from CADA.
FY

Assume this would be 100% affordable with funding from 4% tax credits with 56 units - with 
one manager unit Const starts 7/1/20 20-21  
The $1.6 mil net (predev reimbursement and 2.5 mill sof loan).  This is assumed to be equity 
or gap funding for the project Const Fin 10/1/22 22-23

There is no acq - under excutive order these will be ground leases to CADA for a $1 TI 4/1/24 23-24
Will create 41 additional affordable - will phase the revenue over mulit years- 2 additional 
each year

  

10th Street Commerical  (D19 Proposed Project)

FUNDING SOURCES
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                          -                                   -                                    -                             -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

USES OF FUNDS
Site Improvements - other -                       (198,439)                    
Other Professional Services - concept drawings -                       (15,000)                      
Miscellaneous -                       (3,000)                        -                      -                         
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS                          -                        (216,439)                                  -                             -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses                          -                        (216,439)                                  -                             -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

For improvements to CADA's commerical units along 10ths street with proposed new metal 
awnings and signage; small artistic directory and other streetscape improvments

  

D807-00 - Roosevelt Park (D15 Project)

FUNDING SOURCES

Neighborhood and Infrastructure Improvement 
Projects
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     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                          -                                   -                                    -                             -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

USES OF FUNDS
Site Improvements - Streetlights (365,626)             -                              -                              -                       -                      -                         -                     
Site Improvements - Other (100,000)                    -                              -                       -                      
Other Professional Services (3,808)                 (20,000)                      -                              
Miscellaneous (3,000)                 -                              -                              -                       -                      -                         
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS               (372,434)                      (120,000)                                  -                             -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses               (372,434)                      (120,000)                                  -                             -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

In partnership with the City assume CADA will complete baseball field improvments in FY 
19-20 and additional improvments of planitngs strip Q st ($50k) and a new entry on the south 
Side ($70)  

Assume the City will improve the ball field lighting, sidewalks on 9th and P Stree, and new 
fencing along the park
Project improvements to the pedestrian spaces, athletic field and other improvements for 
signage; landscaping; and walkways

  

D801-00 - O Street Streetscape (D09 Project)

FUNDING SOURCES
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                          -                                   -                                    -                             -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

USES OF FUNDS
Site Improvements - CADA funded - murals -                      (303,375)                    (55,000)                       -                       
Offsite Infrastructure Improvements - CADA funded (452,162)                     -                      (373,501)                
Other Prof. Svcs - CADA funded - Const concept and drawings -                      (123,350)                    -                              (101,891)                
Miscellaneous Expense (25,000)                      -                       -                      -                         -                     
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS                          -                        (451,725)                      (507,162)                           -                            -                   (475,392)                         -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses                          -                        (451,725)                      (507,162)                           -                            -                   (475,392)                         -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

Assume CADA receives grant or City funding for Site Improvements with CADA matchs 
paid in various years

Project improvements to the pedestrian spaces and other improvements for signage; 
landscaping; Murals, and walkways. 

  

D805-00 - Street Light Improvement (Cap Area)

FUNDING SOURCES
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                          -                                   -                                    -                             -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

USES OF FUNDS
Site Improvements - CADA funded -                      (50,000)                       
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS                          -                                   -                          (50,000)                           -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses                          -                                   -                          (50,000)                           -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

Re-evaluate this project Assume CADA will pay for street light improvement over one block 
to work with the city for other blocks
Assumes CADA contract with the City to do the work 

This is only for street lights in the Capitol Area  - focus on block faces that come off the 
improver streets - est cost of $50k per block face

  

  

D804-00 - 16th Street Streetscape (D10 Project)

FUNDING SOURCES 60
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     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                          -                                   -                                    -                             -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

USES OF FUNDS
Site Improvements - refresh stormwater plant (92,381)        (20,000)             (20,000)       
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS                 (92,381)                        (20,000)                                  -                             -                            -                               -                 (20,000)                            -                            -                           -                            -   

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses                 (92,381)                        (20,000)                                  -                             -                            -                               -                 (20,000)                            -                            -                           -                            -   

Funding made available for refreshing the 16th Street bioswales

Private Property purchase for Housing Project
FUNDING SOURCES
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                          -                                   -                                    -                             -                            -                               -                           -                              -                            -                           -                            -   

USES OF FUNDS
Land puchase - down -                       -                              -                              (1,800,000.00)       
Debt on land purchase -                - -                  (320,970)    (320,970)      (320,970)     (320,970)    (320,970)     
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS                          -                                   -                                    -                             -                            -                (1,800,000)             (320,970)                (320,970)               (320,970)             (320,970)               (320,970)

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses -                      -                             -                              -                       -                      (1,800,000)             (320,970)            (320,970)              (320,970)             (320,970)            (320,970)             

Assume purchase of $5 million (current value) in FY 24-25 with 30% down and debt for 20 
yrs @5%

$5 mill (PV) assume 3% inc per year for 5 years for a total of $5.8 mill with a, down of $1.8 
million
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 19-20 20-21 21-22 22-23 23-24 24-25 25-26 26-27 27-28 28-29 29-30
Cash Flow Cash Flow Cash Flow Cash Flow Cash Flow Cash Flow Cash Flow Cash Flow Cash Flow Cash Flow Cash Flow
Projection Projection Projection Projection Projection Projection Projection Projection Projection Projection Projection

R STREET AREA (80% Unrestricted Portion)
Unrestricted (80%)
Revenue -                       

Tax Increment Revenue (2% annual increase) 2,000,000          2,040,000            2,080,800            2,122,416            2,164,864            2,208,162            2,252,325            2,297,371            2,343,319            2,390,185            2,437,989            
Note Receivable - Fox & Goose 2,200                 2,200                   110,000               -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       
   

Expenses
2016 Bond Debt Service (35,251)              (35,073)                (35,277)                (34,885)                (35,238)                (34,904)                (34,012)                (33,611)                (33,928)                (33,954)                (33,698)                
Funds for Affordable housing project -                     (650,000)              
General R Street Projects (4,000)                (60,000)                (60,000)                (60,000)                (60,000)                (60,000)                (60,000)                (60,000)                (60,000)                (60,000)                (60,000)                
Streetscape Projects (199,000)            -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       
R Street Improvement - 10th & R -                     (550,000)              -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       
R Street Improvement - 17/18th and R Street -                     -                       (400,000)              -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       
R Street Improvement - property purchase for hosing project -                     -                       (2,500,000)           (1,400,606)           (200,606)              (200,606)              (200,606)              (200,606)              (200,606)              (200,606)              (200,606)              
Repayment to City for funds forward to R Street (132,550)            (132,550)              (132,550)              (132,550)              

1% Assistance to General Fund (Staffing Salaries & Benefits) (133,000)            (133,000)              (136,990)              (141,100)              (145,333)              (149,693)              (154,183)              (158,809)              (163,573)              (168,480)              (173,535)              

(503,801)            (1,560,623)           (3,264,817)           (1,769,141)           (441,177)              (445,203)              (448,802)              (453,026)              (458,108)              (463,041)              (467,839)              

Cash Flow 1,498,399        481,577            (1,074,017)        353,275            1,723,687         1,762,958         1,803,523         1,844,345         1,885,211         1,927,144         1,970,150         

Cash Reserves Available - July 1, 2017 1,459,595        2,957,994         

CUMULATIVE YEAR END FUNDS AVAILABLE 2,957,994        3,439,571$       2,365,554$       2,718,829$       4,442,516$       6,205,474$       8,008,997$       9,853,342$       11,738,553$     13,665,698$     15,635,847$     

R STREET SET-ASIDE (20% Portion)

Affordable Housing Related
Revenue

Tax Increment Revenue (2% annual increase) 500,000             510,000               520,200               530,604               541,216               552,040               563,081               574,343               585,830               597,546               609,497               
F20 CACDC funding -                     650,000               

Expenses
2016 Bond Debt Service (7,050)                (7,014)                  (7,056)                  (6,977)                  (7,047)                  (6,981)                  (6,803)                  (6,723)                  (6,786)                  (6,791)                  (6,740)                  
R Street Development Projects - 1717 S St - CACDC (1,300,000)         (2,000,000)           -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       

(1,307,050)         (2,007,014)           (7,056)                  (6,977)                  (7,047)                  (6,981)                  (6,803)                  (6,723)                  (6,786)                  (6,791)                  (6,740)                  

Cash Flow (807,050)          (847,014)           513,144            523,627            534,169            545,059            556,278            567,620            579,044            590,755            602,757            
 

Cash Reserves Available - July 1, 2017 1,654,758        847,707.95       
-                   -                    

CUMULATIVE YEAR END FUNDS AVAILABLE 847,708           694$                 513,838$          1,037,465$       1,571,634$       2,116,693$       2,672,972$       3,240,591$       3,819,635$       4,410,390$       5,013,148$       

1 to 5 Year Forecast 6 to 10 Year Forecast
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 19-20  20-21  21-22  22-23  23-24  24-25 25-26 26-27 27-28 28-29 29-30

 

D901-00 - R Street (D05 Project)
FUNDING SOURCES
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                     -                            -                       -                            -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   

Budgeted USES OF FUNDS
Marketing & Media -                 (10,000)               (10,000)          (10,000)               (10,000)          (10,000)      (10,000)      (10,000)      (10,000)      (10,000)      (10,000)      
Public space improvement/ Sie Maintenance -                 (5,000)                 (5,000)            (5,000)                 (5,000)            (5,000)        (5,000)        (5,000)        (5,000)        (5,000)        (5,000)        
Legal - Dev Project Related -                 (5,000)                 (5,000)            (5,000)                 (5,000)            (5,000)        (5,000)        (5,000)        (5,000)        (5,000)        (5,000)        
D&A Other Professional Services - Other (Proj Dev; Envio Ass) -                 (5,000)                 (5,000)            (5,000)                 (5,000)            (5,000)        (5,000)        (5,000)        (5,000)        (5,000)        (5,000)        
D&A Miscellaneous Expense (4,000)            (35,000)               (35,000)          (35,000)               (35,000)          (35,000)      (35,000)      (35,000)      (35,000)      (35,000)      (35,000)      
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS             (4,000)                 (60,000)           (60,000)                 (60,000)           (60,000)        (60,000)        (60,000)        (60,000)        (60,000)        (60,000)        (60,000)

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses             (4,000)                 (60,000)           (60,000)                 (60,000)           (60,000)        (60,000)        (60,000)        (60,000)        (60,000)        (60,000)        (60,000)

   

D901-01 - R Street Streetscape (D08 Project)
FUNDING SOURCES
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                     -                            -                       -                            -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   

USES OF FUNDS
Other Professional Services (199,000)        
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS         (199,000)                          -                       -                            -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses         (199,000)                          -                       -                            -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   

   

R Street Public Space Improvement - 10th & R
FUNDING SOURCES
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                     -                            -                       -                            -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   

USES OF FUNDS
Site Improvments -                 (550,000)             -                      -                 
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS                     -                 (550,000)                     -                            -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses                     -                 (550,000)                     -                            -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   

 

R Street Public Space Improvement - 17/18th S Steet
FUNDING SOURCES
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                     -                            -                       -                            -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   

USES OF FUNDS
Site Improvements -                 -                      (400,000)        -                      -                 
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS                     -                            -           (400,000)                          -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses                     -                            -           (400,000)                          -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   

   

R Street Public Space Improvement - 600 R Street
FUNDING SOURCES
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                     -                            -                       -                            -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   

USES OF FUNDS
Site Improvments -                 -                      (1,000,000)     (1,200,000)          -                 
Purhcase -                      (1,500,000)     (200,606)             (200,606)        (200,606)    (200,606)    (200,606)    (200,606)    (200,606)    (200,606)    
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS                     -                            -        (2,500,000)            (1,400,606)         (200,606)      (200,606)      (200,606)      (200,606)      (200,606)      (200,606)      (200,606)

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses                     -                            -        (2,500,000)            (1,400,606)         (200,606)      (200,606)      (200,606)      (200,606)      (200,606)      (200,606)      (200,606)

   

F20-D095-00 - 1717 S Street

FUNDING SOURCES
     TOTAL FUNDING SOURCES                     -                            -                       -                            -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   
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R STREET DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
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 19-20  20-21  21-22  22-23  23-24  24-25 25-26 26-27 27-28 28-29 29-30
USES OF FUNDS
Investment in Joint venture (1,300,000)     (2,000,000)          
     TOTAL USES OF FUNDS (1,300,000)                (2,000,000)                     -                            -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   

DEVELOPMENT CIP PROGRAM - Funding Sources, net of Uses      (1,300,000)            (2,000,000)                     -                            -                       -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -   
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DECEMBER 2019 OMBUDSMAN REPORT - 
REDACTED 

DATE 
RESIDENT 
CONTACT 

INFO 
PROBLEM/OUTCOME/STAFF INVOLVED 

CASE 
MINUTES 

12/12/19 On full report Tenant, “ST” called at 8:00 p.m. crying and very upset 
about her situation at the apartment.  It was difficult to 
speak with her because she was non-stop crying and 
saying that she has done nothing wrong and does not 
understand why the neighbors are complaining.  While I 
was talking to her, there was a knock at her door and it 
was her Mother, who was going to take her to her home. 
I told her that I would call her in the morning. 

45 

12/13/19 This morning I spoke with Merri Stutes, CADA Resident 
Services Manager, and she said that she had left a 
message for the tenant asking her to come to the office 
but had not heard back.  She said that there had been a 
call from another resident and that the tenant was in the 
hallway yelling obscenities and screaming. Then she went 
back to her apartment and was slamming doors, and it 
sounded as though she was breaking things. According to 
the caller, the tenant was out of control. Merri has talked 
to CADA’s attorney and feels certain that the tenant will 
have to move.  She will encourage her to move 
voluntarily as soon as possible and will let her out of her 
lease.  I told her that I would encourage the tenant to 
meet with Merri as soon as possible. 

30 

12/13/19 Called the tenant and she said that Merri had not left any 
messages on her phone and began to cry again.  Still 
believes that she has done nothing wrong and that her 
neighbors are not telling the truth.  I asked her to call 
CADA and set up a meeting which she said she would do.  

12/13/19 Sent email to Merri with an update. 15 

Total for this case    90 

12/10/19 On full report Tenant, “DB” has lived there almost a year.  Has radiators 
for heat and until last week had no problem, but at that 
time his two radiators had stopped working.  He has 
called maintenance and was told no one else had 
complained -  that there are only __ units, in building.  He 
was told someone would be out today, but he has been 
home all day and no one has come to check it out. 

30 
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12/10/19  Called Merri and left message at 4 PM re DB’s complaint. 
 15 

12/11/19  Merri called back and she had talked to Maintenance, 
and the problem has been taken care of. 
 

15 

12/14/19  Tried to call tenant to confirm heat is back on - phone not 
accepting messages. 
 

15 

  Total for this case 75 
12/31/19 On full report Tenant, “MT” called on New Year’s Eve at 6:00 PM.  He 

was very upset about warnings he had received from 
CADA about his smoking close to the building, etc.  He 
alleges this is a mistake.  He also was accused of being 
rude to the manager Ms. ___, and he said this was not 
true.  He said he has spoken to her only once and he was 
not rude.  He said he wants to be a good neighbor and 
that he believes he is being harassed.  Also, he said he 
does not get along with CADA Property Manager 
[Resident Services Manager], Merri, and that he has 
personally never been talked to about any of the alleged 
violations.  I suggested that we speak again after the 
holidays and he was agreeable to this. 
 

30 

  Total for this case 30 
  Total Case Time for all (Minutes) 195 
  Write up of Issues (Minutes) 75 
  Total Minutes 270 
  Total Hours           4 1/2 
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MONTH: JANUARY 2020 OMBUDSMAN REPORT 

DATE RESIDENT 
CONTACT 
INFO 

PROBLEM/OUTCOME/STAFF INVOLVED CASE 
MINUTES 

1/2/20 On Full Report I called the Tenant again, who had contacted me on December 
31st regarding his situation.  He has received warning notices 
about smoking closer than 20 feet from building, being rude to 
the manager despite prior warnings.  He denies all these 
allegations and is very upset.  Believes CADA is ignoring him and 
not checking out these violations.  I explained that I would 
contact Merri, CADA Resident Services Manager (he also said 
he does not get along with her) and get back to him.  He 
repeated that he has been there almost 2 years and the 
allegations are not true.  He also said he had only spoken to 
manager one time.  He wants dates of when manager spoke to 
him. 

I have emailed Merri about his situation and she emailed me 
that she is out of town but will get back to me after the 
weekend. 

45 

15 

1/7/20 

1/9/20 

1/10/20 

1/10/20 

1/10/20 

1/12/20 

Emailed Merri for confirmation of notices 

Confirmation email received from Merri. 

Emailed Merri and said I would contact tenant and caution him 
about smoking ordinance. 

Spoke to tenant and he insists that Manager never spoke to him 
about smoking. 

Sent email to Merrie explaining tenant's insistence that the 
allegations are not true, and he wants verification. 

Tenant called again-I explained to him I had not heard back from 
Merri but I would call him as soon as I had opportunity to speak 
with her.  He is very upset. 

15 

15 

15 

15 

30 

30 
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1/17/20 
 
 
 
1/18/20 
 
 
 
1/24/20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1/27/20 
 
 
 
1/27//20 
 
 
1/28/20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1/29/20 
 
 
 
 
 

 For some reason my last email did not get thru to Merri so I 
resent request for verifications of manager's interaction with 
tenant. 

 
Received copy of manager's report indicating all interaction with 
tenant regarding an issue with chair replacement and the 
smoking issue.            

 
Two calls from tenant this date and rather than trying to explain 
over the phone about the managers’ report I texted him.  The 
main issue in the report going back to October was over a 
broken chair in his apartment.  He was very angry about the 
CADA process of having someone look at it to repair or replace.  
Ultimately it was checked out and a new chair was ordered.  
There were several confrontations between manager and 
tenant, however these do not have to be repeated here.  His 
chair was replaced.  The only smoking violation was on 
December 2nd and the manager did warn him about the 20 feet 
from building ordinance (although the tenant maintains she 
never said anything about it and he maintains he only spoke to 
her once).  I explained all of this to him in the email and sent a 
copy to Merri.  I told him if he did not agree with the report 
then he should write a letter to CADA disputing any of the 
information. 

 
Long text from tenant, very critical that he had not heard back 
from Merri about his letter of 12/4/19.  Questioned my role, 
wanted to know who paid me, etc. 

 
Text to Merri explaining what tenant had expressed and asked 
her to call me as soon as possible. 

 
Merri called and explained that tenant had been a continual 
problem and has spoken to other staff because he does not 
want to talk to her.  During our discussion she thought it might 
be wise to advise him that he can write a letter disputing the 
allegations about his behavior and it will be put in his tenant 
file.  Also, Merri sent me a copy of the manager’s daily report 
which clearly expressed the encounters she had had with the 
tenant and his anger and rudeness. 

 
Sent text to tenant and explained that the manager had made a 
report about his behavior and that she mentioned more than 
one occasion that she had interacted with him contrary to his 
comment that he had only spoken to her one time.  Relayed the 
message that he should consider writing a letter disputing the 
allegations and have it put in his file. 

 

30 
 
 
 
30 
 
 
 
60 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15 
 
 
 
15 
 
 
30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
45 
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1/29/20 
 
 
1/31/20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tenant very angry in text and still in denial that he had done 
anything wrong etc. 

 
There have been numerous contacts with tenant, and he is not 
willing to meet with CADA and Merri, and I have sent a letter to 
both Merri and the tenant that I am closing the case as of today. 
This tenant has several unpleasant encounters with Merri and 
other staff, and is not willing to accept and suggestions as to 
how his situation can be bettered.   I repeated to him his 
options if he wished to try and resolve the problem and as of 
this date the case is closed. 

15 
 
 
60 
 

  Total for this case 480 
  Total Case Time (Minutes) 480 
  Write up of Issues (Minutes)   60 
  Total Minutes 540 
  Total Hours           9 
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BG Consulting 
5213 Overbrook Way 

Sacramento, CA  95841 

March 1, 2020 

TO:  Capital Area Development Authority 
1522 14th Street 
Sacramento, CA  95814 

ATTENTION:    Diana Rutley,   drutley@cadanet.org 

FROM:              Betty Gwiazdon, CADA Ombudsman 

In the month of February there were no calls regarding issues with CADA. 

Thank you for the opportunity to offer this service to your residents. 

Betty Gwiazdon 

ejgwiazdon@gmail.com 

(916) 517-2270 (cell)
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APARTMENT STATUS REPORT
(Month-ending JAN 31, 2020)

Current 
Month-End

Previous 
Month-End

Previous 
Year-End

Current 
Year

Current 
Year

Previous         
Year

CURRENT MONTH STATUS - OCCUPIED UNITS 1/31/20 12/27/19 1/25/19 2020 
YTD

2019     
Monthly  
Average

2018     
Monthly  
Average

Total Units 720 720 750 720 725 750
Occupied (formula) 698 692 690 698 690 716
Percentage Occupied* (formula) 98% 97% 97% 0.97778 97% 97%
Percentage Leased* (formula) 99% 99% 99% 0.98889 99% 99%
* adjusted for Unrentable units

CURRENT MONTH STATUS - VACANT UNITS 12/27/19 12/27/19 1/25/19 2020 
YTD

2019     
Monthly  
Average

2018     
Monthly  
Average

Vacant 22 28 60 22 35 34
Vacant:  Pre-leased Units 8 13 14 8 15 14
Vacant:  Unrentable Units (repairs, temp tsf's,etc.)   6 7 37 6 12 14
Vacant:  Units Available to Rent (formula) 8 8 9 8 7 7

CURRENT MONTH STATUS - ON NOTICE UNITS 1/31/20 12/27/19 1/25/19 2020 
YTD

2019     
Monthly  
Average

2018     
Monthly  
Average

On-Notice:  Units to vacate within 30 days 3 7 7 3 12 16
On-Notice:  Pre-leased Units 1 6 4 1 6 6
On-Notice: Unrentable Units (repairs, etc.) 1 1 1 1 1 7
On Notice: Units Available to Rent (formula) 1 0 2 1 5 4
Total Units Available to rent (Vacant & On Notice) 9 8 11 9 12 10

CURRENT MONTH ACTIVITY - TOTAL 1/31/20 12/27/19 1/25/19 2020 
YTD

2019               
YTD

2018 
Total

# of Move-Outs / % of Total Units 8 7 13 8 19% 21%
# of Move-Ins  / % of Total Units 14 5 13 14 19% 15%
# of New Rentals 7 7 15 7 181 160
# of 30-Day Notices Received / % of Total Units 4 4 11 4 19% 20%
# of Units brought to market  / % of Move-Outs 13 6 11 13 96% 89%
# of Rentals Canceled or Denied  / % of Rentals 4 3 3 4 27% 28%
# of Notices Canceled / % of Notices Received 0 0 0 0 3% 5%
CURRENT MONTH ACTIVITY -
MOVE OUT REASONS 1/31/20 12/27/19 1/25/19 2020 

YTD
2019              
YTD

2018     
Total

Asked to move by CADA 0 2 2 0 7% 6%
Moving to a house/condo/mobile home 3 0 0 3 8% 5%
Deceased 0 0 0 0 3% 3%
Dissatisfied (unable to resolve) 0 0 0 0 2% 2%
Employment/education related 0 0 1 0 1% 5%
Financial 1 1 0 1 5% 1%
Illness/ health/ personal 0 1 2 0 7% 4%
Moving out of the area 0 0 1 0 6% 8%
Desire larger/smaller apt.(incl. change in hh size) 0 0 1 0 3% 3%
Need amenity not offered / not currently available 0 0 0 0 0% 0%
Moved with no notice/Unknown 1 2 0 1 17% 22%
Transferred to another CADA apartment 3 1 5 3 24% 26%
Other 0 0 1 0 16% 9%
Unaccounted for (Not incl. in occupancy length) - Adj. 0 0 0 0 0% 6%
TOTAL 8 7 13 8 100% 100%
Average length (years) of Occupancy (YTD): 4.9 4.0
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APARTMENT STATUS REPORT
(Month-ending FEB 28, 2020)

Current 
Month-End

Current 
Month-End

Previous Yr 
Month-End

Current 
Year

Current 
Year

Previous         
Year

CURRENT MONTH STATUS - OCCUPIED UNITS 2/28/20 1/31/20 2/22/19
2020     

Monthly  
Average

2019     
Monthly  
Average

2018     
Monthly  
Average

Total Units 720 720 750 720 725 750
Occupied (formula) 699 698 690 699 690 716
Percentage Occupied* (formula) 98% 98% 98% 98% 97% 97%
Percentage Leased* (formula) 99% 99% 99% 99% 99% 99%
* adjusted for Unrentable units

CURRENT MONTH STATUS - VACANT UNITS 2/28/20 12/27/19 2/22/19
2020     

Monthly  
Average

2019     
Monthly  
Average

2018     
Monthly  
Average

Vacant 21 22 60 22 35 34
Vacant:  Pre-leased Units 6 8 13 7 15 14
Vacant:  Unrentable Units (repairs, temp tsf's,etc.)   6 6 42 6 12 14
Vacant:  Units Available to Rent (formula) 9 8 5 9 7 7

CURRENT MONTH STATUS - ON NOTICE UNITS 2/28/20 1/31/20 2/22/19
2020     

Monthly  
Average

2019     
Monthly  
Average

2018     
Monthly  
Average

On-Notice:  Units to vacate within 30 days 4 3 7 4 12 16
On-Notice:  Pre-leased Units 2 1 4 2 6 6
On-Notice: Unrentable Units (repairs, etc.) 1 1 2 1 1 7
On Notice: Units Available to Rent (formula) 1 1 1 1 5 4
Total Units Available to rent (Vacant & On Notice) 10 9 6 10 12 10

CURRENT MONTH ACTIVITY - TOTAL 2/28/20 1/31/20 2/22/19 2020               
YTD

2019               
YTD

2018 
Total

# of Move-Outs / % of Total Units 2 8 10 1% 19% 21%
# of Move-Ins  / % of Total Units 3 14 10 1% 19% 15%
# of New Rentals 3 7 9 10 181 160
# of 30-Day Notices Received / % of Total Units 3 4 12 0% 19% 20%
# of Units brought to market  / % of Move-Outs 2 13 5 150% 96% 89%
# of Rentals Canceled or Denied  / % of Rentals 1 4 2 50% 27% 28%
# of Notices Canceled / % of Notices Received 0 0 1 0% 3% 5%
CURRENT MONTH ACTIVITY -
MOVE OUT REASONS 2/28/20 1/31/20 2/22/19 2020              

YTD
2019              
YTD

2018     
Total

Asked to move by CADA 0 0 1 0% 7% 6%
Moving to a house/condo/mobile home 0 3 0 30% 8% 5%
Deceased 0 0 0 0% 3% 3%
Dissatisfied (unable to resolve) 1 0 0 10% 2% 2%
Employment/education related 0 0 0 0% 1% 5%
Financial 0 1 0 10% 5% 1%
Illness/ health/ personal 0 0 0 0% 7% 4%
Moving out of the area 0 0 1 0% 6% 8%
Desire larger/smaller apt.(incl. change in hh size) 0 0 1 0% 3% 3%
Need amenity not offered / not currently available 0 0 0 0% 0% 0%
Moved with no notice/Unknown 0 1 4 10% 17% 22%
Transferred to another CADA apartment 1 3 3 40% 24% 26%
Other 0 0 0 0% 16% 9%
Unaccounted for (Not incl. in occupancy length) - Adj. 0 0 0 0% 0% 6%
TOTAL 2 8 10 100% 100% 100%
Average length (years) of Occupancy (YTD): 6.8 4.9 4.0
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CADA AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
STATISTICS: January 31, 2020

CADA 
Rent-

Assisted

Other 
Assisted 

Units

Total 
Assisted 

Units

Market-
Rate 
Units

Total 
Units

Scattered Site Units: 53 47 100 482 582
Oversubscribed: -13

Special Management Units: 96 0 96 42 138
17th Street Commons 12 0 12 17 29
Somerset Parkside 26 0 26 0 26
Biele Place 34 0 34 1 35
Fremont/Wilshire 12 0 12 20 32
1619 Q Rooming House 12 0 12 4 16

Undersubscribed: +3

TOTAL CADA-MANAGED UNITS: 149 47 196 524 720
MANAGED AFFORDABLE/MARKET %: 27%

CADA-DEVELOPED       
RENT ASSISTED UNITS

Tax 
Credit Other

Total 
Affordable 

Units

Market 
Units

Total 
Units

Stanford Park Townhomes 0 0 0 50 50
1500 Q Street 0 2 2 4 6
17th & O Streets 0 0 0 3 3
The Terraces 0 60 60 0 60
17th and N Streets 0 0 0 18 18
Delta Victorians 0 0 0 8 8
Wiese Townhomes 0 0 0 3 3
Admail Express Building 0 3 3 4 7
Governor's Terrace 0 0 0 44 44
Somerset Parkside Condominiums 0 0 0 75 75
Saratoga Townhomes 0 0 0 36 36
Fremont Building 0 11 11 58 69
Capitol Park Homes 0 9 9 55 64
Fremont Mews 48 0 48 71 119
Legado de Ravel 0 0 0 84 84
Site 9B Duplex 0 0 0 2 2
Warehouse Artist Lofts (WAL) 0 86 86 30 116
16Powerhouse 0 0 0 50 50
The Eviva 0 0 0 118 118
TOTAL CADA-DEVELOPED UNITS: 48 171 219 713 932
DEVELOPED AFFORDABLE/MARKET% 23% 77% 100%

CADA-MANAGED UNITS: 149 47 196 524 720
CADA-DEVELOPED UNITS: 48 171 219 713 932
TOTAL CADA UNITS: 197 218 415 1237 1652
TOTAL AFFORDABLE/MARKET% 25% 75% 100%

TOTAL CADA-MANAGED & DEVELOPED AFFORDABLE HOUSING UNITS
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CADA AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
STATISTICS: February 28, 2020

CADA 
Rent-

Assisted

Other 
Assisted 

Units

Total 
Assisted 

Units

Market-
Rate 
Units

Total 
Units

Scattered Site Units: 53 47 100 482 582
Oversubscribed: -13

Special Management Units: 96 0 96 42 138
17th Street Commons 12 0 12 17 29
Somerset Parkside 26 0 26 0 26
Biele Place 34 0 34 1 35
Fremont/Wilshire 12 0 12 20 32
1619 Q Rooming House 12 0 12 4 16

Undersubscribed: +3

TOTAL CADA-MANAGED UNITS: 149 47 196 524 720
MANAGED AFFORDABLE/MARKET %: 27%

CADA-DEVELOPED       
RENT ASSISTED UNITS

Tax 
Credit Other

Total 
Affordable 

Units

Market 
Units

Total 
Units

Stanford Park Townhomes 0 0 0 50 50
1500 Q Street 0 2 2 4 6
17th & O Streets 0 0 0 3 3
The Terraces 0 60 60 0 60
17th and N Streets 0 0 0 18 18
Delta Victorians 0 0 0 8 8
Wiese Townhomes 0 0 0 3 3
Admail Express Building 0 3 3 4 7
Governor's Terrace 0 0 0 44 44
Somerset Parkside Condominiums 0 0 0 75 75
Saratoga Townhomes 0 0 0 36 36
Fremont Building 0 11 11 58 69
Capitol Park Homes 0 9 9 55 64
Fremont Mews 48 0 48 71 119
Legado de Ravel 0 0 0 84 84
Site 9B Duplex 0 0 0 2 2
Warehouse Artist Lofts (WAL) 0 86 86 30 116
16Powerhouse 0 0 0 50 50
The Eviva 0 0 0 118 118
TOTAL CADA-DEVELOPED UNITS: 48 171 219 713 932
DEVELOPED AFFORDABLE/MARKET% 23% 77% 100%

CADA-MANAGED UNITS: 149 47 196 524 720
CADA-DEVELOPED UNITS: 48 171 219 713 932
TOTAL CADA UNITS: 197 218 415 1237 1652
TOTAL AFFORDABLE/MARKET% 25% 75% 100%

TOTAL CADA-MANAGED & DEVELOPED AFFORDABLE HOUSING UNITS
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Item (E) 
Capitol Area Development Authority 
CADA Neighborhood Incident Report  

                       January, 2020 
 
  
Residential break-ins, vandalism, theft, disturbances: 
 

• 1/08/20:    1522 14th St:   Courtesy patrol found an individual with a tent camping outside the administration 
office. Patrol asked the individual to leave the area which he did without incident. 

• 1/12/20:    1001-35 Q:   Courtesy patrol received a call regarding someone loitering in the carport area. 
Patrol arrived but the individual had already left the area. 

• 1/12/20:    1400 N St:   Courtesy patrol received a call regarding water hydrant turned on and water spraying 
everywhere. Patrol arrived and shut it off. 

• 1/13/20:    1220 P St:   Courtesy patrol found an individual sleeping in the carport area. Patrol woke the man 
up and requested he leave the area which he did without incident. 

• 1/19/20:    1521 12th St:   Courtesy patrol found an individual laying down next to the dumpsters. He became 
threatening when the guard approached him but the guard just asked him to leave the property which he did. 

• 1/26/20:    1201 P St:   Courtesy patrol found an individual inside the carport. Patrol asked the man to leave 
the area which he did without incident. 

• 1/26/20:    1517 12th St:   Courtesy patrol found the same man as at 1201 P in the carport, shouting. Patrol 
advised the man to leave the area or they would call police. The man left without incident. 

• 1/26/20:    1606 15th St:   Courtesy patrol received a call stating there was a man loitering in front of the 
building. Patrol asked the man to leave the area. He stated he lived there a year ago but did leave the area. 

• 1/26/20:    1322 O St:   Courtesy patrol found an individual loitering in the Courtyard parking lot. Patrol asked 
the man to leave the area which he did without incident. 

• 1/26/20:    1209 P St:   Courtesy patrol found an individual loitering in carport. Patrol asked the man to leave 
the area which he did without incident. 

• 1/28/20:    1522 N St:   Courtesy patrol found an individual passed out behind the building. Patrol woke her 
up and asked her to leave the area which she did without incident. 

• 1/29/20:    1606 15th St:   Courtesy patrol received a call regarding someone sitting on the back stairs. Patrol 
arrived and asked the individual to leave the area which he did without incident. 

• 1/30/20:    1421 15th St:   Courtesy patrol found an individual sleeping at the front door. Patrol woke the 
individual up and requested she leave the area which she did without incident. 
 

Commercial break in’s, vandalism, theft, disturbances: 
 

• 1/23/20:    1522 14th St:   CADA Administration Office:   Courtesy patrol found two individuals camping in 
front of the office. Patrol asked them to leave the area which they did without incident. 

 
 
Recap of Phone Calls to Lyons Security Service during the month of January, 2020: 
 
There were 20 calls during the month of January. 6 calls were to report a noise disturbance, 1 call was to request an 
escort, 1 call was to report a burning smell in a building, 1 call was to report someone throwing rocks at a building, 7 
calls were to report someone loitering on a property, 1 car was to report someone parked in a reserved space, 2 calls 
were to report vehicle break-in’s, and 1 call was to report tree branches brushing up against a building. 
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Item (E) 
Capitol Area Development Authority 
CADA Neighborhood Incident Report  

                       February, 2020 
 
  
Residential break-ins, vandalism, theft, disturbances: 
 

• 2/01/20:    1616 N St:   Courtesy patrol received a call regarding a loud noise in the building. Patrol arrived 
and found people in the alley way being very loud. Patrol asked them to leave the area which they did 
without incident. 

• 2/01/20:    1622 N St:   Courtesy patrol received a call about someone leaving food at the bottom of the 
stairs. Patrol arrived and threw out the food that was left there. 

• 2/04/20:    1606 15th St:   Courtesy patrol received a call regarding an individual making a mess in the 
dumpster. Patrol arrived and asked the man to clean up his mess and leave the area which he did without 
incident. 

• 2/04/20:    1500 N St:   Courtesy patrol found an individual loitering in the parking area. Patrol asked the 
individual to leave the area which they did without incident. 

• 2/13/20:    1500 N St:   Courtesy patrol received a call regarding unauthorized people in the enclosed 
courtyard area. Patrol arrived and asked the individuals to leave the property which they did without incident. 

• 2/13/20:    1500 N St:   Courtesy patrol received a call regarding individuals loitering in the courtyard area. 
Patrol arrived and asked them to leave the property which they did without incident. 

• 2/15/20:    1616 O St:   Courtesy patrol found an individual loitering in a parking space, burning a piece of 
cardboard. Patrol extinguished the fire and the women left the area. 

• 12/17/20:   1220 P St:   Courtesy patrol found an individual sitting on the ground in the parking carport. 
Patrol advised the individual to leave the property. The individual left the area after arguing several times. 

• 2/21/20:    1209 P St:   Courtesy patrol received a call regarding someone going through the dumpster and 
making a huge mess. Patrol arrived and found one individual. Patrol asked the man to pick up the mess and 
leave the area which he did without incident. 

 
 

Commercial break in’s, vandalism, theft, disturbances: 
 

• 2/13/20:    1401 16th St:   Enterprise Rent a car:   Courtesy patrol found an individual sitting in the carport 
area. Patrol asked the individual to leave the property which he did without incident. 

 
 
 
Recap of Phone Calls to Lyons Security Service during the month of February, 2020: 
 
There were 28 calls during the month of February. 3 call were to report loitering, 17 calls were to report a noise 
disturbance, 1 call was to request an escort, 1 call was to report that someone left food on the back stairs of a 
building, 1 call was regarding someone going through a dumpster, 1 call was to report someone parked in a reserved 
space, 1 call was to report someone smoking in a non-smoking building, 1 call was a request to patrol a parking lot, 1 
call was to report a suspicious vehicle, and 1 call was to report suspicious individuals on a property. 
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CAPITOL AREA DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
FY 2019 - 2020

Contract Log as of 3/4/2020

DATE CONTRACT 
NUMBER

Type of 
Service CONTRACTOR PROJECT LOCATION AMOUNT ACCOUNT ESB Status Current EOC 

on file

1/10/2020 C20-094 Maintenance Irish Iron Handrail Installation Various Locations $6,000.00 10-C19-5820-C888-88-019.3 No Yes

1/10/2020 C20-095 Maintenance Overhead Door Company Emergency Garage Door Repair 1325 15th Street $1,000.00 10-003-5240-R533-08 Yes Yes

1/16/2020 C20-096 Maintenance Bud's Plumbing Service Backflow Testing & Repairs Various Locations $2,000.00 10-003-5292 No Yes

1/23/2020 C20-097 Maintenance Overhead Door Company Garage Door Repair Various Locations $3,000.00 10-003-5240 Yes Yes

1/23/2020 C20-081.3 Consulting Youngdahl Consulting Group Phase II ESA Change Order #3 1322 O Street $3,000.00 10-D19-4720-D224-25 Yes Yes

1/24/2020 C20-098 Consulting Wong Associates Topographic Survey 1322 O Street $2,860.00 10-D20-4758-D224-25 No No

1/24/2020 C20-099 Maintenance Elite Service Experts Emergency Concrete Repair 1420 O Street $3,000.00 10-C20-5820-C226-07-007.4 Yes Yes

1/24/2020 C20-100 Construction Elite Service Experts Karma Brew Parkway Strips 1520-1530 16th Street $79,033.00 10-C20-5820-C232-16-002.9 Yes Yes

1/24/2020 C18-106.2 Consulting MIG O Street Concept Planning Services O Street, 7th - 16th Street $18,200.00 10-D09-4758-D801-00 No Yes

1/29/2020 C20-101 Consulting Patrick Sabelhaus Feasibility Analysis 1322 O Street $105,000.00 10-D19-4752-D224-25 No Yes

2/4/2020 C20-065.1 Consulting Williams + Paddon Change Order #1 - Phases 4 and 5 1322 O Street $291,199.00 10-D19-4758-D224-25 No Yes

2/4/2020 C20-102 Construction Saenz Landscape Construction Comp O Street Sculpture Removal 900 O Street $24,500.00 10-D09-D801-00-4703 No

2/10/2020 C20-103 Construction NMI Industrial Holdings, Inc. DGS Exhaust Vent Fabrication and Installation 9th and O Street $24,990.00 10-D09-D801-00-4703 Yes

2/10/2020 C20-104 Maintenance RF MacDonald Emergency Boiler Repair Various Locations $7,000.00 10-C18-5820-C888-88-013.3 No Yes

2/12/2020 C20-041.1 Maintenance Southgate Glass & Screen, Inc. FY Glass & Screen Repairs Various Locations $5,000.00 10-003-5287 No Yes

2/13/2020 C20-105 Maintenance WTI Roof Repairs Various Locations $10,000.00 10-003-5240 No Yes

2/18/2020 C20-106 Misc Edit Pros, LLC. 2019 Annual Report 1522 14th Street $1,350.00 10-001-4211 Yes Yes

2/18/2020 C20-107 Consulting Tricorp Group, Inc. Design Assist Phases 1 through 4 1322 O Street $47,000.00 10-D19-4758-D224-25 No Yes

2/24/2020 C20-108 Misc MIG O Street Arts Vision Workshop 900 Block of O Street $4,310.00 10-D09-4758-D801-00 No Yes

2/27/2020 C20-109 Maintenance California Renovations dba 
RCO Flooring Carpet Installation Various Locations $42,000.00 10-C18-5820-C231-24-009.6 and 10-C19-5820-

C172-14-009.00 No Yes

2/28/2020 C20-110 Maintenance The Plumbing Service Company Water Backflow Service & Repair Various Locations $5,000.00 10-003-5240 Yes Yes

2/28/2020 C20-111 Maintenance Irish Iron Iron Fence Structure Fabrication, Powder Coat and 
Installation 1001-1035 Q Street $27,500.00 36-C20-5820-C330-00-002.10 No Yes

Page 1 of 1
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March 11, 2020 

 
TO: CADA Board of Directors 
SUBJECT: MARCH 20, 2020, Board Meeting 
 AGENDA ITEM - TRANSMITTALS 
 (G) FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE PERIOD ENDING FEBRUARY 29, 2020 
  
CONTACT PERSON:      Noelle Mussen, Finance Director 
 
Enclosed, for the eight months ending February 20, 2020, is the General Operations financial report. 
 

Annual YTD YTD Fav(Unfav)
Budget Budget Actual Variance

GENERAL OPERATIONS (All Funds)
Funding Sources 14,137,567$        8,760,475$          9,660,120$        899,645$          
Operations Expenses (12,091,048)        (6,951,949)          (6,533,013)        418,936            
Operating results 2,046,519           1,808,526           3,127,107          1,318,581         

Investment in Capital Investment Program (3,357,596)          -                     -                   -                   
Utilization of Financial Resources 1,311,078           874,052              874,052             -                   
  - Available Fund Balance -                     -                   -                   
  - Contribution to Available Fund Balance -                     -                     -                   -                   
Total Utilization of Financial Resources 1,311,078           874,052              874,052             -                   

Net Results -                    2,682,577$       4,001,159$     1,318,582$     

 

 
GENERAL OPERATIONS (Attachment A) 
 
The results of General Operations through February 29, 2020 (Attachment A) show favorable 
budget variances totaling $1,318,581, consisting of $899,645 in favorable variances in funding 
sources and $418,936 in favorable variances in Operations expenses.    
 
General Operations Funding Sources reflect a net favorable variance of $899,645.  Many of the 
Rental Revenue accounts are above budget with the exception of Rental Vacancy Loss, Low Income 
Subsidy and Loss to Lease.  Vacancy loss is above budget due to the vacancies at 1330 N street for 
the anticipated construction on that site for the Site 21 project.  There is a favorable variance of 
$823,135 in Tax Increment following receipt of a supplement payment in August 2019 and the 1st 
regular installment in January 2020.   
   
General Operations Operating Expenses increase the overall favorable variance by $418,936.  All 
major categories reflect favorable variances with the exception of Maintenance & Repairs. The 
overall favorable variance and individual account variances is mostly due to the timing of expenses 
within each category.  The variances with in Maintenance & Repairs is mostly due to timing of 
expenses within a few high budget accounts.  
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Financial Report Synopsis 
Page 2 

 
Financial Report Enclosures: 

Attachment A General Operation – all funds 
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Capitol Area Development Authority (CADA)
GENERAL OPERATIONS

From 7/1/2019 Through 2/29/2020

Attachment A

 

Budget-Annual YTD Budget YTD Year Actual YTD  Variance
FUNDING SOURCES of General Operations
   Rental Income
               Parking 259,700                173,133                    180,297                    7,164                        
               Ground Lease Revenue 252,000                168,000                    171,480                    3,480                        
               Residential Rental Revenue 8,878,416             5,918,944                 6,185,412                 266,468                    
               Commercial Rental Revenue 440,000                293,333                    423,300                    129,967                    
               Coin Op Laundry Revenue 34,900                  23,267                      21,543                      (1,724)                       
               Courtyard Event Revnue -                       -                            3,975                        3,975                        
               Rental Vacancy Loss (494,444)              (329,629)                   (569,296)                   (239,667)                   
               Low Income Subsidy (786,000)              (524,000)                   (558,306)                   (34,306)                     
               Loss to Lease (502,200)              (334,800)                   (423,665)                   (88,865)                      
               Forfeited Security Deposits 2,100                    1,400                        1,185                        (215)                          
               Bad Debt Recovery 500                       333                           398                           65                             
               Misc Current Svcs - Mgmt Fees 94,141                  62,761                      62,761                      -                            
               Misc Current Svcs - Salaries 118,344                78,896                      78,896                      -                            
         Total Rental Income 8,297,457             5,531,638                 5,577,980                 46,342                      
   Tax Increment Revenue
               Tax Increment Revenue 5,350,000             2,942,500                 3,765,635                 823,135                    
         Total Tax Increment Revenue 5,350,000             2,942,500                 3,765,635                 823,135                    
   Other Government Agency Revenue
               Annuity (HCD) 5,261                    -                            -                            -                            
         Total Other Government Agency Revenue 5,261                    -                            -                            -                            
   Interest and Other Investment Income
               Interest Income on Investments with City 367,200                214,200                    256,059                    41,859                      
               Interest Income Received 29,148                  17,003                      16,988                      (15)                            
               Interest Income-Reserve Allocation (3,350)                  (1,954)                       -                            1,954                        
               Interest Income - Pool A Tax Exempt 2,000                    1,167                        467                           (700)                          
               Interest Income - Pool A Taxable Bond 9,000                    5,250                        3,241                        (2,009)                       
               Notes Receivable-Payments Received 38,751                  22,605                      11,517                      (11,088)                     
         Total Interest and Other Investment Income 442,749                258,270                    288,272                    30,002                      
   Miscellaneous Revenue
               Miscellaneous Income 42,100                  28,067                      28,826                      759                           
               Allowance for Uncollectibles -                       -                            (593)                          (593)                          
         Total Miscellaneous Revenue 42,100                  28,067                      28,233                      166                           
      Total FUNDING SOURCES of General Operations 14,137,567           8,760,475                 9,660,120                 899,645                    

General Operations EXPENSE
   Employee Services & Benefits
               Special Management Salaries (139,202)              (92,801)                     (92,801)                     -                            
               Salaries (2,704,000)            (1,802,667)                (1,770,705)                31,962                      
               Employee Recognition (37,000)                (24,667)                     (20,192)                     4,475                        
               Social Security/Medicare (37,300)                (24,867)                     (26,886)                     (2,019)                       
               Cafeteria Plan (496,000)              (330,667)                   (270,117)                   60,550                      
               Long Term Disability (27,900)                (18,600)                     (17,747)                     853                           
               State Unemployment (11,000)                (7,333)                       (7,737)                       (404)                          
               Workers Compensation (121,900)              (81,267)                     (68,255)                     13,012                      
               Life & AD&D Insurance (11,200)                (7,467)                       (8,022)                       (555)                          
               PERS Retirement (590,500)              (393,667)                   (361,400)                   32,267                      
               Post Retirement Health Benefit Contributions (201,338)              -                            -                            -                            
               Retiree Health Benefits (170,800)              (113,867)                   (111,187)                   2,680                        
               Employee Assist Program (EAP) (2,350)                  (1,567)                       (1,018)                       549                           
         Total Employee Services & Benefits (4,550,490)            (2,899,435)                (2,756,067)                143,367                    
   Outside Services
               Prop Mgmt Marketing - Sp Mgmt Credit 2,921                    1,947                        1,947                        -                            
               Marketing & Media (25,000)                (16,667)                     (16,478)                     189                           
               Property Management Marketing (15,921)                (10,614)                     (54)                            10,560                      
               Printing and Binding (4,250)                  (2,833)                       (2,353)                       480                           
               Blueprints and Photography (2,500)                  (1,667)                       -                            1,667                        
               Employment Rcruitment & Notices (2,000)                  (1,333)                       (1,247)                       86                             
               Legal Services (115,250)              (76,833)                     (40,907)                     35,926                      
               Accounting and Auditing (49,700)                (49,700)                     (47,000)                     2,700                        
               Community Activities (150,000)              (100,000)                   (5,731)                       94,269                      
               Document Storage & Destruction (3,000)                  (2,000)                       (810)                          1,190                        
               Network Administration Services (84,000)                (56,000)                     (52,780)                     3,220                        
               Payroll Services (10,000)                (6,667)                       (4,864)                       1,803                        
               Banking & Investment Fees (13,438)                (8,959)                       (5,922)                       3,037                        
               Admin Other Professional Services (70,000)                (46,667)                     (33,182)                     13,485                      
               Prop Mgmt Other Professional Services (15,000)                (10,000)                     (4,036)                       5,964                        
               Asset Mgmt Other Professional Services (27,000)                (18,000)                     (16,792)                     1,208                        
               Courtesy Patrol (139,345)              (92,897)                     (65,005)                     27,892                      
               Courtesy Patrol-Sp Mgmt Credit 14,344                  9,563                        9,563                        -                            
               Insurance - Special Management (98,000)                (65,333)                     -                            65,333                      
               Insurance (230,000)              (153,333)                   (251,209)                   (97,876)                     
               Self-Insured Losses (102,500)              (68,333)                     (1,876)                       66,457                      
               Project Banking Fees (17,000)                (11,333)                     (12,983)                     (1,650)                       
               Admin Temporary Outside Svcs (52,000)                (34,667)                     (45,990)                     (11,323)                     
               Temporary Outside Services (200,000)              (133,333)                   (169,976)                   (36,643)                     
               Eng/Arch-Miscellaneous (39,000)                (26,000)                     -                            26,000                      
               Legal - Dev Project Related (20,000)                (13,333)                     (8,159)                       5,174                        
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Capitol Area Development Authority (CADA)
GENERAL OPERATIONS

From 7/1/2019 Through 2/29/2020

Attachment A

               D&A Other Professional Services (12,000)                (8,000)                       -                            8,000                        
               D&A Miscellaneous Expense (7,000)                  (4,667)                       -                            4,667                        
         Total Outside Services (1,486,639)            (1,007,659)                (775,844)                   231,815                    
   Maintenance & Repair
               Emerg Relocation-Ops Related (3,000)                  (2,000)                       (2,078)                       (78)                            
               Operation Location Improvements (200,000)              (133,333)                   (163,197)                   (29,864)                     
               Admin Office - General Maintenance (31,800)                (21,200)                     (13,446)                     7,754                        
               Maint Office Janitorial (6,000)                  (4,000)                       (3,472)                       528                           
               Maint Office - General Maintenance (4,000)                  (2,667)                       (6,603)                       (3,936)                       
               Equipment Rental Expense (5,000)                  (3,333)                       (240)                          3,093                        
               Construction Mitigation Expense (15,000)                (10,000)                     (834)                          9,166                        
               Repair & Maint - Misc (120,600)              (80,400)                     (43,008)                     37,392                      
               Lndscape-Sp Mgmt Credit 16,812                  11,208                      11,208                      -                            
               Travel-Fuel on CADA Vehicles (7,000)                  (4,667)                       (6,073)                       (1,406)                       
               Travel-Maint Staff Reimburse (6,500)                  (4,333)                       (6,425)                       (2,092)                       
               Travel-RSR Reimbursement (2,000)                  (1,333)                       (87)                            1,246                        
               Elevator/Bldg Phone & Monitor Service (2,300)                  (1,533)                       (1,442)                       91                             
               Service Contracts (239,500)              (159,667)                   (197,242)                   (37,575)                     
               State Fire Marshal (8,000)                  (5,333)                       (5,756)                       (423)                          
               Flooring (187,000)              (124,667)                   (135,603)                   (10,936)                     
               Plumbing (13,500)                (9,000)                       (2,894)                       6,106                        
               Countertops/Cabinets (37,000)                (24,667)                     (39,686)                     (15,019)                     
               Landscaping (173,312)              (115,541)                   (132,724)                   (17,183)                     
               Pest Services (55,700)                (37,133)                     (29,150)                     7,983                        
               Permits and Fees (4,500)                  (3,000)                       (2,514)                       486                           
               Painting & Decorating (17,700)                (11,800)                     (506)                          11,294                      
               Supplies (22,500)                (15,000)                     (1,226)                       13,774                      
               Vehicle Repair and Maint (10,000)                (6,667)                       (3,106)                       3,561                        
               Prop Mgmt Furn & Appliances (30,000)                (20,000)                     (44,839)                     (24,839)                     
               Building Supplies - Misc (208,000)              (138,667)                   (160,222)                   (21,555)                     
               Clothing and Uniforms (4,500)                  (3,000)                       (5,364)                       (2,364)                       
               Maintenance Mach & Equip (57,100)                (38,067)                     (31,639)                     6,428                        
               Operating Budget Major Repairs (23,000)                -                            -                            -                            
         Total Maintenance & Repair (1,477,700)            (969,800)                   (1,028,168)                (58,368)                     
   Utilities
               Admin Office Utilities (32,000)                (18,667)                     (13,863)                     4,804                        
               Maint Office Utilities (27,000)                (15,750)                     (20,077)                     (4,327)                       
               Utilities-Garbage (62,000)                (36,167)                     (28,742)                     7,425                        
               Utilities-SMUD/Electricity (149,730)              (87,343)                     (73,338)                     14,005                      
               Utilities-PG&E/Gas (266,575)              (155,502)                   (113,043)                   42,459                      
               Utilities-Water/Sewer (648,400)              (378,233)                   (413,352)                   (35,119)                     
         Total Utilities (1,185,705)            (691,661)                   (662,415)                   29,246                      
   Overhead
               Postage and Deliveries (6,000)                  (4,000)                       (2,310)                       1,690                        
               Telephone and Wireless Svcs (30,000)                (20,000)                     (3,593)                       16,407                      
               Cellular Phone Service (30,000)                (20,000)                     (26,632)                     (6,632)                       
               Internet Services (26,000)                (17,333)                     (26,447)                     (9,114)                       
               Admin Bldg Rent (103,000)              (68,667)                     (70,369)                     (1,702)                       
               Leased Facilities Rent (60,000)                (40,000)                     (30,000)                     10,000                      
               Equipment Rental Expense (2,500)                  (1,667)                       (1,213)                       454                           
               Parking Program (2,250)                  (1,500)                       (1,759)                       (259)                          
               JPA Board Expenses (7,000)                  (4,667)                       (647)                          4,020                        
               Professional Organizations (15,000)                (10,000)                     (3,059)                       6,941                        
               Subscriptions (2,000)                  (1,333)                       (220)                          1,113                        
               Education and Training (20,000)                (13,333)                     (10,039)                     3,294                        
               Management Fee (95,395)                (63,597)                     (63,597)                     -                            
               Transportation-Admin Staff (2,000)                  (1,333)                       (380)                          953                           
               Resident Relations (9,800)                  (6,533)                       (2,223)                       4,310                        
               Sp Mgmt Prop Taxes & Assessments (16,320)                (10,880)                     -                            10,880                      
               Property Taxes & Assessments (114,098)              (76,065)                     (82,880)                     (6,815)                       
               Hospitality (1,500)                  (1,000)                       (725)                          275                           
               Office Supplies - General (15,000)                (10,000)                     (4,453)                       5,547                        
               Software (58,000)                (58,000)                     (67,493)                     (9,493)                       
               Computer Hardware (50,000)                (33,333)                     (23,173)                     10,160                      
               Admin Furn Mach & Equip (16,000)                (10,667)                     (167)                          10,500                      
               Safety - General Admin (5,500)                  (3,667)                       (2,504)                       1,163                        
               Office Equipment leases (25,500)                (17,000)                     (15,870)                     1,130                        
               General Contingency Provided (4,066)                  (2,711)                       -                            2,711                        
         Total Overhead (716,929)              (497,286)                   (439,753)                   57,533                      
   Debt Service
               Debt Service Principal Paid (281,416)              (210,000)                   (206,849)                   3,151                        
               Debt Interest Paid (112,101)              (74,734)                     (62,758)                     11,976                      
               Bond Debt Svc-Principal Pd (476,411)              (410,000)                   (409,787)                   213                           
               Bond Interest Paid (325,919)              (151,385)                   (151,383)                   2                               
               Tax Increment Pledge (300,000)              -                            -                            -                            
         Total Debt Service (1,495,847)            (846,119)                   (830,777)                   15,342                      
   Contributions to Reserves
               Development Reserve Contribution (410,498)              -                            -                            -                            
               Affordable Housing Reserve Contribution (495,257)              -                            -                            -                            
               Equipment Replace Reserve Contribution (59,983)                (39,989)                     (39,989)                     -                            
               Debt Retirement Reserve Contribution (212,000)              -                            -                            -                            
         Total Contributions to Reserves (1,177,738)            (39,989)                     (39,989)                     -                            
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Capitol Area Development Authority (CADA)
GENERAL OPERATIONS

From 7/1/2019 Through 2/29/2020

Attachment A

      Total General Operations EXPENSE (12,091,048)          (6,951,949)                (6,533,013)                418,936                    

Inter-Fund Operation TRANSFERS
   Inter-Fund Operating TRANSFERS IN
               Operations Transfer from F 50-CAP Tax Incr 1,147,468             1,147,468                 1,147,468                 -                            
               Operations Transfer from F 51-CAP Set-Aside 438,925                -                            -                            -                            
               Operations Transfer from F60-RSt TI 138,700                -                            -                            -                            
               Operations Transfer from F66 - Series B Taxable 9,000                    -                            -                            -                            
               Operations Transfer from F 70-Afford Housing 30,370                  -                            -                            -                            
               Operations Transfer from F 75-EE mitig 37,529                  -                            -                            -                            
         Total Inter-Fund Operating TRANSFERS IN 1,801,992             1,147,468                 1,147,468                 -                            
   Inter-Fund Operating TRANSFERS OUT
               Operations Transfer to F10-General (1,801,992)            (1,147,468)                (1,147,468)                -                            
         Total Inter-Fund Operating TRANSFERS OUT (1,801,992)            (1,147,468)                (1,147,468)                -                            
      Total Inter-Fund Operation TRANSFERS -                       -                            -                            -                            

OPERATING RESULTS, before Capital Investment Prog 2,046,519             1,808,526                 3,127,107                 1,318,581                 

CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROGRAM
   Investment in MAJOR CONSTRUCTION Program
               CIP Transfer to F10-General (1,107,046)            -                            -                            -                            
               CIP Transfer to F41 - Fremont/Wilshire (123,000)              -                            -                            -                            
         Total Investment in MAJOR CONSTRUCTION Pro (1,230,046)            -                            -                            -                            
   Investment in DEVELOPMENT Program
               Dev Program TF to F 10 - General (2,127,550)            -                            -                            -                            
         Total Investment in DEVELOPMENT Program (2,127,550)            -                            -                            -                            
      Total CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROGRAM (3,357,596)            -                            -                            -                            

UTILIZATION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES
               Utilization of Available Fund Balance 1,312,795             874,052                    874,052                    -                            
               Contribution to Available Fund Balance (1,717)                  -                            -                            -                            
      Total UTILIZATION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES 1,311,078             874,052                    874,052                    -                            

NET RESULTS OF GENERAL OPERATIONS -                       2,682,578                 4,001,159                 1,318,581                 
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